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explore the wide variety of "Hao lam" cheeses ... 
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orphans through public appeals 
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All of Kial Yisroel unites by signing up 
in .the unique program of 

project AREIVIM in case of tragedy~.,. 

EXCERPTS FROM THE KOL KORAH! 
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This obligates every individual 
for himself and his family. .. 
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The Classic 
Formal elegance to please the 

refined eye. Soothing gold with 

cream-toned design is warm and 

inviting. Subtle interior 

print is highlighted 

by designed win

dow flaps and va

lance. 

Indulge your hea1i's desire. Feel 

the pull of Yerushalayim as we 

hope for the rebuilding of "Succas 

David Hanofeles." Ko-

tel design is carried 

over onto interior 

window flaps and 

valance. 

Rich Embroidery 
Deep, rich colors create the look of 

finely stitched patchwork of Judaic 

designs capturing the themes of 

Succos. A true work of art for those 

who appreciate creative 

• beauty. Interior win

ow flaps and va

nce carry over the 

Double the Mitzva ... 
Take this special mitzva to a whole new 
level. When you buy a Designer Succah for 
your family, the proceeds will help Oorah 
donate a succah to a Jewish family that 
would otherwise not have one. Your family 
and guests will love the artistic look of your 
Succa, and an Oorah family will love the 
incomparable joy of their first real Succos. 
Be unique, be ahead of the crowd, and 
be among those who show that they care 
about their fellow Jews. 
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PRIORITIES IN CHARITY: 
THE BALTIMORE FORMULA 

To the Editor: 
Marvin Schick ("The Orthodox 

Community's Confused Priorities," 
June '07) sees the cup as half empty. 

SEPTEMBER 2 0 0 7 
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that is being done in New York. 
LAURENCE M. KATZ 

Baltimore, MD 

DIFFERENT GENERATIONS, 
DIFFERENT STRATEGIES 

I see it as half full. Perhaps the dif- To the Editor: 
ference is that he is looking at New Once again, The Jewish Observer has 
York, and I am looking at Baltimore. courageously published an article on 
In Baltimore, the local federation, a most serious topic that requires the 
the Associated Jewish Federation of attention of our entire tzibbur. "The 
Baltimore, has come to acknowledge Orthodox Community's Confused 
the vital role of the yeshivos and day Priorities," by Marvin Schick, astutely 
schools in educating the next genera- traced the steep decline in sacrifice 
tion to appreciate and connect to our being made for the sake of Torah-true 
heritage. This has not always been education across all modes of the 
so, and the federation vision may Orthodox community. 
not precisely be the vision of Marvin I, however, am from a generation 
Schick or me or the readers of The later than Marvin Schick, and perhaps 
Jewish Observer, but they have come can offer an additional insight. The 
a long way. early builders of Torah in America, 

We enjoy a mutually support- Rabbi Shraga Feivel Mendlowitz ':>"ll!, 
ive relationship. This past year, the Rabbi Aaron Kotler ':>"ll!, and the 
Associated advocated with a promi- many roshei yeshivas and rebbei'im 
nent foundation to support day school in the yeshivas in the first half of the 
education in Baltimore. The result is 20'h century (RJJ, Torah Vodaath and 
a five-year, 15-million-dollar com- Chaim Berlin) were devoted to the 
mitment under which the Weinberg goal of spreading Torah al taharas 
Foundation will provide two million hakodesh lesheim Shamayim. There 
dollars per year, and the Associated was no personal gain or benefit. 

S' 

the menahalim was not evident to the 
youngsters growing up. Furthermore, 
if a yeshiva is indeed a private busi
ness, then the customers will act as 
market participants and try to drive 
down the price. I believe this phenom
enon is the true root of the problem 
identified by Mr. Schick. 

In addition, in the following com -
ments, my facts may not be entire
ly correct, but they are based on 
statements I have heard for older 
rabbanim. In the early days of the 
yeshiva world in America, the olam 
haTorah wonld shun relationships 
with the Federation. Only money that 
ca1ne from pure sources was accepted. 
Negotiating for funds from organiza
tions such as U)A-Federation that can 
also involve all sorts of hashchasa was 
a second-generation yeshiva phenom
enon. The Federation's withdrawal of 
such funds is itself a proof that we, in 
our heilige yeshivas, should not accept 
such monies. 

YAAKOV WEISS 

Rockland, NY 

CHINUCH SOLUTIONS: 
AVOID EXCLUSIVITY 

will provide one million dollars per Because of this selfless devotion, they To the Editor: 
year, on top of its regular allocations were zochim to unprecedented siyatta In his heartfelt angst over the tragic 
to the Baltimore day schools. diShemaya. decrease in resources directed to day 

One possible reason for this result When I went to yeshiva, a genera- school education, Dr. Marvin Schick 
is the leadership of Rabbi Herman tion later, it was well accepted that calls on the "respected leaders of the 
Neuberger ':>"llT, of Yeshiva Ner Israel. many of the "best" yeshivas were pri- yeshiva world" to provide "leadership 
Rabbi Neuberger personally partici- vate businesses. Indeed, I often heard on the issues raised." 
pated in federation and community adults say that certain yeshivas were Unfortunately, it is not additional 
affairs, and he counseled others to do exceptional because of the fact that leadership that is the issue. Every 
the same. We can't limit our involve- they were businesses. Unfortunately, single rash yeshiva and gadol beYisroel 

: n1ent to asking for money. You have the subtle 111essage is not positive. has an over-taxing schedule, whether 

L""~=do beo<fo-lwood" d _"' ""ill" i<>bdm :°'~ho=o•tt:on:b:J 
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I to do more. The problem is that we 
I are not following them sufficiently. 

In the Chassidic circles mentioned 
I by Dr. Schick, they do manage to find 
I adequate educational resources for all 

'
I children. In Chassidic circles, they also 

listen to their rebbe. 
In schools that are a fiefdom unto 

themselves, the rnenaheil!menahelles 
may gain ego satisfaction by excluding 
pupils - but they are also driven by 
the parents' egos, who insist that their 
children learn in an "exclusive" institu
tion. Their sons and daughters imbibe 
this egotistical attitude from a young 
age. Their brains are then soaked in 
a hedonistic consu1nerism that would 
have made an ancient Roman jealous, 
then fried with high voltage zaps of 
Internet. Then everyone is "surprised" 
when they can't make or maintain a 
shidduch. 

Instead, seek an "average" institu
tion for your child, cut way down on 
consumption) eliminate the Internet, 
and then go to your gadol, or local 
rav, and ask, "What can I do to 
help?" Be'ezras Hashem, you will then 
have nachas from your children and 
Hakadosh Baruch Hu will have nachas 
fron1 us. 

RABBI ADAl\-1 A. WINSTON 

Jerusalem, Israel 

MARVIN SCHICK RESPONDS 

represents only part of what I believe 
occurred. 

In the enlarged New York metropolitan 
area, vvhich contains approximately tvvo
thirds of all U.S. yeshiva and day school 
enrollment, the cup is a good deal less 
than half full, not because we Orthodox 
haven)t participated in Federation but 
because of Federation)s antipathy to Torah 
chinuch. The situation has been made 
worse because, despite its dreadful record) 
Federation has been given nearly a free 
ride in its determination to withdraw even 
n1eager support from our schools. 

Yaakov Weiss takes the opposite view 
on Federation) suggesting that it is prefer
able not to seek funding from this source. 
I disagree. Without going into the compli
cated issue of what I prefer to call private 
entrepreneurship in Torah education, it 
1nust be noted that from a fundraising 
perspective) yeshivos that can be regarded 
as being in private hands seem to do a 
lot better than those that are generalized 
com1nunal institutions. 

Rabbi Adam Winston has been a noble 
advocate of Torah chinuch for many years. 
His letter contains much that deserves to 
be heeded. 

MARVIN SCHICK 

PARENTS AND CHILDREN: 
ON THE SAME PAGEl 

a year or two and then go to work, and 
the parents hear of a good boy just back 
from Eretz Yisroel who wants to learn 
"forever," and they call and ask us to 
"redt it." The worst scenario is when 
these two types meet and get married, 
and each becomes disappointed in the 
other. Therefore, it is imperative that 
parents and children are in synch as 
to what the son or daughter is look
ing for. 

Once again, thank you for the excel
lent issue. 

RABBI AARON M. BRAFMAN 
Far Rockaway, NY 

The author is menahel of the Yeshiva of 
Far Rockaway 

SHIDDUCHIM: FOCUSING ON 
THE PRACTICAL ELEMENTS 

To the Editor: 
Terrific! My one-word summary 

for the discussion on slzidduchim. The 
articles were practical in their discussion 
and challenging to our community to 
probe deeper into asking more perti
nent questions concerning personality 
and rniddos, and less on the color of 
the hat. 

A young man at 2 I saying that he 
wants to learn for ten years or that he 
wants to be a doctor shouldn't yield 
such a "wow:' Lifelong relationships 
are much more than the individual's 

To the Editor: career choice that he or she is expressing 
These letters provide an opportunity to I would like to commend Rabbi at the age of 21, since so many choose 

elaborate briefly on several points. Aaron Twerski for his excellent article different and more independent paths 
There is good news from Baltimore, on the increasing divorce rate and some within 10-15 years. Leading the discus-

along the lines described by Professor of its causes ("Shidduchim: Making a sion with Professor Twerski's examples 
Katz, and also in several other important Lifetime Choice:' June '07). I would focusing on practical aspects of avoiding 
con1rnunities. Day school advocacy does like to add a comment to the issue that a divorce was most revealing. Insight 
work, provided that there are those who might fall under the category of"mar- into what makes marriage fail is of 
advocate. This is clearly demonstrated by riage is for the children and not for the equal importance to understanding 
the Baltimore experience. Several years parents." what makes marriage succeed, and 
ago, I was interviewed on the Baltimore My wife and I are very involved in may ultimately lead to many more 
Jewish radio program about the failure shidduchim. One of the major prob- days and years of shalom bayis, be'ezras 
of the local Federation to assist yeshivos lems in setting up a shidduch is when Hashem. ! 
and day schools in a meaningful way, parents and children do not have the I felt this issue important enough to i 
and at about the same tin1e, I was asked same idea as to what they are looking order sufficient copies to distribute to I 
by a local group that was challenging for. We have met girls who want a my colleagues at Ohel. i 
Federation whether I could come to learning boy and parents subsequently DAVID MANDEL, I 
Baltimore and provide a measure of assis- called us to inquire about a boy in la\v CHIEF ExECU I IVE Or!ICFR OF OHEL I 
ta nee. In an important sense, therefore, school. Or we have had a case where a Cnn DRf N's HOME AND FAi\tILY StRVICFS, I L '"'"ry 'm''=''""'"' :' - '~"m" wm•o: w:w;:"'~"'_ .~ --- --- --- ~~okl~n,-New York 
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RABBI SHIMON SCHWAB ';>"~ 

A Je ish Outlook on life 
I t was shortly after my fourth birth

day; we were being photographed, 
my two younger brothers and I. I 

can still see everything clearly before 
me. The pleated curtains surround
ing the glass cover of the secret-filled 
apparatus; the man under the black 
cape; the threadbare cloth scenery in 
the background. And then, the many, 
many toys: the large multi-colored dice 
cubes, a small rocking horse, and build
ing blocks. These were placed at our 
disposal so that we would appear with 
happy and shining children's faces on 
the photograph. 

And then came the first, unforget
table disappointment of my young life: 
When it was time to leave for home, the 
photographer took all the toys away from 
us! This was deeply painful. I had pre
viously thought that the photographer 
was si1nilar to one of my n1any good 
uncles who loved all good children and 
brought them gifts at every occasion. 
Here, however, for the first tin1e, v.ras a 
grownup who took gifts back from little 
children! This was my first lesson, pain
fully impressed on my childish heart in 

TRANSLAHCD FROM TIH: ORlGl~'AL GERMAN llY 

MOSHE SCHWAB o~ BROOKLYN, N't, fl~OM nlf 

WRITINGS Of HIS LATE F-ATllER, RABBI SHIMON 

SCHWAB. /WOJ?A D'AsRO OF Kii Al ADAS JE!>Hl!RlJN 

OF \\<ASHINGJ'ON HEIGHTS, NE\\' YORK CJTY. 

the dawn of my consciousness. It \Vas 

my first encounter, albeit unsolicited, 
with the cruel reality of the world of 
grownups: 

That everything life grants us -
and even life itself - is time-bound, 
and time-limited. Success, happiness, 
beauty, solace, and love arrive in 
small packages, neatly packed and 
carefully weighed. And when we 
have made sufficient use of them, 
the time is suddenly up - much too 
quickly and much too early. And we 
are sent away, back home ... but the 
gifts remain here. 
And all of life is this way. Laughter 

and crying, ups and downs, light and 
darkness - all are measured, tightly 
limited, small packages of experiences 
which suffice for the time allotted to ns 
for our existence here. None of this lasts 
forever - whether good or painful. 

There is a time for everything, a time 
for all desires under the heavens .... 
A time to cry and a time to laugh. A 
time to lament and a time to dance 
(Ko he Iles 3 ). 
The medicine of suffering as well as 

the elixir of happiness is always handed 
out in small doses. Judaism thus teaches 
us not to become broken when the sun 
sets, nor to be overly exuberant when 
the darkness wanes. Everything has its 

time under the sun. Judaism teaches us 
to relinquish our "toys" when the tin1e 
comes, and to grasp G-d's Fatherly hand. 
Judaism teaches us to subordinate that 
which is temporal to The Everlasting 
One. 

Rejoice in the daytime of your hap
piness, pour out your tears in the 
nighttime of tragedy. But never forget 
that over the temporal nps and downs 
of our presence here, there shines an 
everlasting Heaven, the n1anifestation 
of G-d and His immortal will. 

The superficial and insignificant ped
antry of earthly life has been banded to 
us for only a short period of time. The 
Torah, however, has been given to us 
forever: today, tomorrow, and always -
in this life and in the World to Come. 

To be a Torah Je\V means not to waste 
one's life; to humbly and thankfully 
accept the goblet out of G-d's Hand, 
regardless whether it is filled with a 
sweet or bitter drink. 

May the coming year be blessed 
with strength and solace and reliance on 
~d ~ 
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RABBI YISROEL ZEV CHESrn 

''Inscribe Us 
in the 

Book of life'' 
NOT A SIMPLE REQUEST 

When a person applies for a obligations? And finally, us that Avraham Avinu was "zakein ba 
loan, the loan officer typi- Security: Does the nature of the bayamim;' he came to return his days to 
cally looks for answers to a borrower or the purpose of the the Ribbono she! Olam- not a single day 

few key questions: loan necessitate the taking of col- lost, not a single moment wasted, every 
Credit Rating: What is the loan- lateral? day was saturated with avodas Hashem.3 

performance history of the bor- We come before the Ribbono she! Sarah fmeinu, too, lived her years to 
rower? How has he managed past Olam on Rosh Hashana and ask for their spiritual capacity. It is perhaps for 
debt? a loan - a loan of days, another year this reason that after stating that Sarah 
Purpose: Is the request reasonable of life. 1 We are kedalim ucherashim - lived for 127 years, the Torah repeats, 
(e.g., is the money needed for the poor beggars - admittedly undeserv- "These were the years of Sarah's life." 
expansion of a successful business), ing of His mercy. We don't claim that The actual years that she lived (in the 
or unreasonable (e.g., a high-risk to be inscribed lechayim tovim (for complete service of Hashem) were iden-
venture)? a good life) is our right. What, then, tical in number to the years extended to 
Character: What kind of imp res- do we ask of Him? We request a loan: Sarah in the first place." 
sion does the borrower make? Does "Hashen1, please lend us another 365 the1n with Divine service." 
he appear responsible and orga- days, which we will return to you full 3 SeeSeferBeshcinzArnroquotingZohar,Parshas 
ni·zed? Vayechi,as follows: "Calne VVith [Jays. He nierited 

~~~~-~~zvo_~_an~-~oo~~-~~ds.'~~~~.~~~Lt-=~ to leave this -world with all his days, and ascended 
Capacity: How will the borrovver I See the com1nentary of Elle[ Hanwgei11 on and '"'as clothed in thetn; nothing was lacking in 
go about repaying this loan in light the Mattei Ephrayi111 (58:11), who compares the those ganncnts of honor." 
of all his other debts, expenses and blowing of the shofar thirty days before Rosh 4 The Midrash Rabba in Parashas Chayei Sara 

I Hashana to the 30-day warning issued by the applies the passuk, "Hashern knows the days of the 
i RABBI CHEs1R, OF L'\KEwoon. N.I. is A MEMBH~ 01 beis din beti:Jrc a loan beco1ncs due. perfect ones," both to Sarah (on the passuk, "And 
I THE BETH MEDRAS!l GovonA Kor.LEI.. Tnrs is 111s 2 Ibid. "The Creator's intention in creating days, the days of Sarah were ... ,") and to Avraham (on 

L""~''~'~'"" '''~ ------spmfic times~an~1i1nrtes was for niao to~ful-th~pass~, "And thes~<ce the d.w~of :~ 
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If we think of a lease on life as a loan of 
days to be repaid by living each moment 
in the fulfillment of Hashem's will, then 

we must certainly inspect our capacity to 
repay the loan in light of our other time

consuming occupations. 

Our credit history is not nearly as 
clean as that of Avraham and Sarah. 
Yet, our goal certainly is to indeed 
establish a respectable credit rating 
by at least making the most of the 
time we have immediately at hand, 
and to go on from there, minute by 
minute, day by day .... 
Our request has to be reasonable. 
Do we want a lease on life for the 
constant fulfillment of mitzvos and 
ma'asim tovim (good deeds), or do we 
only wish to further squander valu
able time, taking ill-advised spiritual 
risks in the process? If the former is 
true, we stand a n1uch better chance 
of the loan going through. 

of Avraha1n's life ... "). Ohr (;edalyal111 ( L!iayei 
Sara) explains that they had all their days with 
then1 when they passed on; not a 1non1ent had 
been lost. 

Our character or our physical 
appearance is critical to our loan 
application. A loan officer wants 
to see an image of responsibility in 
the applicant, an image that reas
sures the lender and strengthens 
his belief that the loan will most 
likely be repaid properly. Similarly, 
there is an image we must project 
to the Judge "Who allots life to all 
creatures." Are we brokenhearted, 
overcome with the strongest feel
ings of teshuva and spiritual com
mitment, with tears flowing in deep 
repentance for our previous failures 
in loan performances, or do vve 
shamefully continue offering our 
habitual lip-service with the very 
obvious absence of any resolution 
whatsoever? In both the mashal 
(allegory) and the nimshal (resul-

Yeshiva Birchas Shmuel 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 

Turning 
,f~J;iNL(lliU INTO Performance 

,<!Jlffu)2A INTO Achievement 

For the past twelve years, YESHIVA BIRCHAS SHMUEL has 
beenchanging the lives of 11-14 year old boys. With 

a unique program combining discipline and love, our 
Rebbeim have helped these boys reach new heights. 

Our talmidim graduate into young men, fully 
prepared for entry into the finest mesivtas. 

tant message), the outer appearance 
is usually revealing of the degree of 
inner resolve. 

TRADE-OFFS OR COLLATERAL ................................ 

I f we think of a lease on life as a 
loan of days to be repaid, as stated 
earlier, by living each 1noment in 

the fulfillment of Hashem's will, then 
\Ve must certainly inspect our capacity 
to repay the loan in light of our other 
time-consuming occupations. One who 
enters into a mortgage contract requir
ing sizable monthly payments will often 
have to forgo certain luxuries. He might 
not be eating meat for a while, or 
he might have to give up renting the 
summer home to which he and his 
family have become so attached. We, 
too, must view every day as an advance 
from Hashem, and say, "Hashem was 
kind enough to give me this Monday 
night. Now, what's it going to be - a I 
seder of learning in the beis midrash 

1

, 

followed by a heartfelt Maariv betzib-
bur, or some meaningless time-killing ] 
activity at home with a possible Maariv 
in the living room? We must be willing \ 
to do away with some of life's material I[ 

pleasures to ensure that we have the 
capacity to repay the loan. 

And then there are those applicants 
whose checklists don't stand up to [ 
inspection. Their credit history is poor. 
Their character is questionable, and 
their capacity is suspect. The lender 
wants a secured loan, if there is to be 
a loan at all. Something valuable must 
be put up as collateral if the loan is to 
go through. The Ribbano shel Olam, 
too, Rach1nana litzlan, often takes an 
all-too-valuable object for collateral. It 
has reached a point where the applicant 
for another lease on life is simply ask-
ing for too much, given his poor loan
repayment history and ability. Hashem's 
response: Fine, I'll give you another year. 
But I'm going to (chas veshalam) hold 

For boys entering 6th, 7th and 8th grades. back some of your parnassa or health 
DEAN. Rabbi Raphael Wallerstein MENAHEL Rabbi Pinchus Wallerstein or nachas or kavod .. .. When you show I 

I 
For registration or more information, contact Rabbi Pinchus Wallerstein n1e a newfound resolve to cover your 

1

• 

TEL. 718-252-6964 718-377-5323 payment installments, your collateral . 
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The Chiddushei Harim5 once said 
that the word teshuva (repentance) is 
derived from the word hashava, as in 
hashavas hagezeila - return of a stolen 
object. The sinner "steals" the blessings 
of Hashem with no intention of "giv
ing [anything] back." Through sincere 
teshuva, he returns these gifts to their 
rightful Owner. 

The Yismach Moshi!' similarly com
ments that the word 11::111:.>n, spelled 
backwards, reads T1WIJ.I, the embarrass
ment. When looking at the year gone 
by and taking stock of all of Hashem's 
blessings measured against what we've 
done in return, we are truly ashamed. 
This is the impetus for teshuva, for 
hashava. 

People with solid credit histories are 
commonly inundated with letters from 
banks, which read as follows: Based on 
your excellent credit rating, you have been 
pre-approved to receive a line of credit for 
up to x-dollars a month. No application 
is necessary! Just sign below and return 
in the postage-paid envelope. 

I 

May we merit the day when we can 
be proud of our credit rating with the 
Ribbono she/ Olam, to the extent that we 
will be pre-approved for a shana tova. 

The Midrash Shmuel on Pirkei Avos 
Il:l4 explains the evil midda (character 
trait) of one who borrows and does not 
repay as a reference to the sinner who 
has used the loan of days to sin against 
his Benefactor, thereby throwing himself 
deeply into debt. (This is in contrast to 
the midda's positive counterpart: one 
who foresees the consequences of his 
actions.) The Bartenura there comments 
on the foolishness of the defaulting bor
rower who effectively closes the door on 
future loans to himself. 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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Rabbi S. R. Hirsch (Chapters of the 
Fathers) writes that one who is blessed 
with health, money, talent, or other 
qualities, and does not use these bless
ings for tikkun ha' olam, is considered "a 
borrower who does not repay his loans:' 
His words are frightening: Whatever we 
receive fron1 this worid - and, indeed, 
the entire universe makes countless 
contributions to every breath we take 

THE JEWISH OBSERVER 

on Earth - is only a loan granted us 
to help us strive for and bring about 
those goals by means of which we 
advance the welfare of G-d's world in 
accordance with His will, as revealed to 
us in His Law. 

No one exists solely for himself, and 
the greater the loan he has been granted, 
the greater his obligation and the sum 
total of achievement that may be expect
ed of him in return. Therefore, he who 
idles away his time in this world, who 
pays no regard to law or duty, who lives 
only for himself and for the satisfaction 

: "Ttie · vai-i ·ce'1e6rat'ion · 1; 'tC:i 'tie 
discontinued. The L'chaim (held at 
the time that the engagement is 
announced) should also not turn 

1 

into a Vort. 
THE WEDDING 

•· ·F;;r· ·tyiiiC:.31 · tairiiiies: 'ciri1\i· "4cici 
invited guests may be seated at the 
chassuna seuda. (The Guidelines 
make provision for exceptional 
circumstances - see full text.) 
• The kabbolas panim smorgas
bord should be limited to basic 
cakes, fruit platters, a modest buf
fet, and the caterer's standard 
chicken or meat hot dishes. 

of his own needs, desires and caprices, 
and is content to build his happiness at 
the expense of his fellow men without 
ever thinking of the payment which he 
is expected to make and for which G-d 
has created him, borrows from the world 
without satisfying his debt. With every 
breath he takes, he becomes more deep
ly indebted to the world, and the greater 
the wealth and pleasures he has bor
rowed, the greater and the more crushing 
will be the bankruptcy of his life, which 
will be charged against him by G-d and 
by the world. li'il 

• The menu for the seuda is 
limited to 3 courses followed by a 
regular dessert. 

• No Viennese table and no bar. 

THE MUSIC 

•· J\ banci' may consist of a ·maximum 
of 5 musicians (one of the musicians 
may act as a vocalist) or four musi
cians and one additional vocalist. 

• A one-man band is recom
mended. 

FLOWERS & CHUPA DECOR 
: 'rfie' icit·a·1 ·cC:isi ·0t" itiese· ftems for 
the entire wedding should not 
exceed $1,800. 

FOR THE FULL VERSION OF THE SIMCHA GUIDELINES 
WITH ITS RABBINICAL ENDORSEMENTS 
AND THE ACCOMPANYING KOL KOREH, 

please can 212-612-2300 i 5 As quoted in the ArtScroll Pirkei Avos 2: 14 
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NAFTOLI VERSCllLEISSER 

Praving With Fervor 

• 

DRIVING BY ROTE 

Kiddush clubs. Talking during 
davening. A lack of respect for 
the beis haknesses. People speak 

of an epidemic: Yidden around the 
world are having "prayer" problems. 
This topic has been the subject of 
nu1nerous gatherings, and various solu
tions have been suggested. Some advise 
the individual to purchase a new Siddur; 
while some suggest that one change 
his seat for davening. Still others are of 
the opinion that we should focus upon 
peirush hamillim, the translation of the 
words of tefilla. Each initiative seeks to 
awaken Klal Yisroel to focus on their 
tefillos rather than pray on so-called 
"cruise control." 

In no way an1 I one to voice an 
opinion where great men have spoken. 
Yet, when I hear of such approaches to 
heal the malady of Jack of concentration 
on our tefillos, I step back and think: 
Could the problems relating to tefilla 
be compared to the extraneous act of 
driving on a familiar highway? Is the 
NAFTOLI VERSCHLE1SSER LEARNS IN YESHIVA 

RABBI C!lA!M HEl~UN IN BROOKl.YN, NY. THIS !S HIS 

I FIRST APPEARANCE IN ·111ESE PAGES. 

~------ ------- ---------------

core of the problem that people pray by 
rote, the solution to which is to change 
some physical dimension of tefilla? 
Various Siddurim are found in every 
beis haknesses; Siddurim with English 
translation are found in almost every 
shul and Jewish household. Rebbei'im 
and moros teach our children tefilla, yet 
the problem still pervades throughout 
society. Surely the root cause of this 
problem lies elsewhere, and is not the 
sole responsihility of the yeshiva system, 
the co1n1non scapegoat for our social 
woes and spiritual shortcomings. 

he would rather play basketball in the 
morning than pray. "Basketball instead 
of praying to G-d?" I asked Leib to 
explain. 

He related his feeling that playing 
ball is interactive; he is doing something. 
Sure, there is a G-d; we can sit the 
entire day talking about G-d because 
we would be doing something. But Ii 

pray? G-d doesn't talk back. If G-d were . 
interested in us talking to Him, wouldn't 
He respond? [ 

I asked Leib if we agree that there is ] 
a G-d. He agreed. I then asked if G-d 
spoke Chinese and not English, would I 

To PLAY OR TO PRAY? in Chinese? 
Leib understand G-d if He responded :.'· 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · "No:' he would not understand. 

To illustrate the core of the prob- What if G-d was Vietnamese, would 
lem, allow n1e to share an expe- Leib understand then? ) 
rience that I had with Leib, a "No." ] 

teenager whose appearance would not We agreed that G-d must speak in a ] 
exactly conform to the term "yeshivish." universal language. After all, if He only 
Leib and I sat down to learn one morn- spoke one language, different people [' 
ing in the otzar (sefarim-library) of would have different interpretations of I 
Yeshiva Rabbi Chaim Berlin in Brooklyn. what He is expressing. 
Before beginning, I asked Leib ifhe had Continuing, I asked Leib ifhe crossed · 
davened that 1norning. "No," was his the street that 1norning without being ] 
response. "Let's not get into it:' hit by a car. After all, countless accidents 1. 

When I persisted, he related that occur daily. "Sure:' he answered. 

·-------- -- ------- - -- ---- --- --- -- ---- ------ _J 



"When you crossed the street, did you 
say a silent prayer for safety, for G-d to 
watch you?" 

"Yes." 
"Did you have breakfast in the yeshi

va," I asked? 
"Yes." 
"Did you say a silent prayer for 

sustenance in the morning, and it was 
provided?" 

"Yes." 

"This," I explained, "is Hashem's 
response to our tefillos. He is scream
ing to us, prodding and pointing us 
in the right direction. His voice fills 
this world from one end to the other 
and back. The happenings of our lives 
are how He converses with us, and He 
does this continuously. As interactive as 
our lives are, that interaction is how we 
daven and listen for the d'var Hashem, 
the word of G-d." 

GENUINELY INTERACTIVE 

This conversation underscores why 
some people do not pray with the 
proper concentration. People do 

not lose focus of prayer and get involved 
in Kiddush clubs and the like because 
they lack interest in prayer. Rather, 
people turn off because they forget 
that there is an interactive, almighty 
G-d conversing with them. Sure, we all 
believe that He runs the world - but 
"What does that have to do with me 
today?' As people turn away from a con
versation when they feel ignored, people 
feel that Hashem, chas veshalom, doesn't 
interact with them. Is any businessman, 
doctor or lawyer less astute when he is 
involved in a scenario that he has expe-

During 
the coming 
Yemei Hadin, 
letters like 
these can be the 
"strangers that praise 
you". Their gratitude for 
your help will ensure you 
and yours a good coming 
year. Every donation becomes 
a perpetually revolving loan, 
aidingthe struggling and the crisis
stricken, forever. 

tl'~T 1T!V 

rienced numerous times in the past? Not 1301 Avenue K 
as long as there is a sense of potential Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230 

OZER DALIMiil! 

inside. Gedolim of generations past and 
present, Yidden who are mispalleil with 
all their hearts and souls, are more likely 
to hold tear-drenched Siddurim and 
Tehillims with which they have poured 
out their beings than to always seek a 
shiny, new, different one. Surely, one can 
"space out" when using a transliterated 
ArtScroll Siddur as easily as he can while 
holding a Siddur Vilna, Kol Yaakov, Beis 
Tefil/a, etc .... 

Nor can the answer be to merely 
change one's place of prayer. How few 
days does it take a person to adjust 

~Only with your help could we have taken 
Naomi to South Africa for the kidney 
transplant that saved her frfe, Your!oan 
and your patience untifwe repaid ft werec 
a comfort in our darkest hour." 
R8faef Ovadi, Haifa 

uAfter the government suf:isidy cuts, 
its f:ieen very difficult to survive on my 
Kollel check 'and RaChel's part.time 
sarary. 8ut when the liilfs pile up, we 
know you're afways there with a roan ta 
tide Us over:' 
Dov Tennenbaum, 

for accomplishment and gain. So, too, (718) 434-2228 
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to his new Siddur or his new rnakorn 
tefilla! Rabbi Chelbo teaches in the 
name of Rav Huna (Berachos 6b) that 
one who is kovei'a makom (establishes 
a regular place) for tefilla will have the 
G-d of Avraham helping him; and when 
that individual passes on, he is called a 
"student of Avraham Avinu"! Are we to 
advocate changing seats and Siddurim 
(if they are not the deterrent) as the 
solution? Chazal emphatically teach us 
not to change our positions; rather, they 
exhort us to be consistent in our tefillos! 
It's true that external circumstances may 
kick-start a fresh begirtning, but continu
ity is an internal trait. In order to focus 
on tefilla properly, we must be aware that 
there is Somebody listening, that Hashem 
is here with us, communicating with 
us. Tefilla is active, and perseverance is 
the key to success - this is the lesson of 
Avraham Avinu (Berachos ibid). 

ENGAGING THE HEART 

T
efilla is avoda shebaleiv; a ser
vice of the heart. It is internal 
and intensely personal. Rashi 

(Devarim 11,13) comments on the 
words "Bechol levavchem" (that we are to 
serve Hashem "with all our hearts") that 
tefilla is a service in our hearts. For one 
to pray with fervor, he must be tuned 
in to G-d, conscientiously realizing that 
Hashem not only "hears;' but actively 
responds. Each of us must focus upon 
awakening his heart. 

Some speak of peirush hamillim 
(knowing the meaning of the words) 
as the core issue. Are spacing out and 
mind-wandering unique to those who 
don't know the translation? Surely 
not! Translated Siddurim are readily 
available in a never-ending assortment 
of layouts, languages and elucidations 
of tefillos for any individual who so 
desires. The problem lies within us, 
within our hearts. Are we ready to 
accept that there is a G-d listening 
to us? The thought is quite daunting. 
How many of us want Him to hear 
us? Do we truly want to pray? Just 
from the content and subject matter 
that passes through our feeble and 
wandering minds during prayers -
wouldn't we rather be in denial of 
His attentiveness to our needs? It is 

•..• / Areyoo 

.LUNTE 
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roper structure, no;,,; 

so much easier to write ourselves off, 
saying that He doesn't listen to us, that 
we are not worth His time. This is the 
first step of heresy. 

We must step down from this 
negative approach, and step up to 
interactive tefilla, in the footprints of 
our predecessors. We must begin by 
awakening ourselves and each other 
to His Presence in every step of our 
lives, from the youngest of children 
to the oldest of adnlts. We must con
scientiously take note of the gifts He 
bestows upon us, and how we relate 
to Hirn. Speak to your friends, fami
lies, kehillos - and most importantly 
yourself - about Hashem. Realize how 
He is in our everyday lives and learn 
to recognize the Hashgacha of Hashem 
as the active Yad Hashem in every 
situation, from the smallest detail to 
the greatest of happenings. Awaken 
yourself and those around you. In 
good times and not, He talks to us, 
He teaches us, and He leads us. Only 
when we want to hear His voice will 
we accept the notion that He is always 
there. Only then will we be praying 
with fervor. li'J 
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Call today and each and every day through the 
day ofYom Kippar, the Day of Atonement. 

Call the White House 
between 10 am & 4 pm EST at 

202-456-1414 
& request the release of Jonathan Pollard! 

22 YEARS IN PRISON IS MORE THAN ENOUGH! 

;;;,,,'\:: 

to you as President of (hegl'f~t~~tp;v;~~~ 
' '. .• to grant cleme~~y to..fofl-.af~tut .roll"'rd·lf!h(j 
en·inca':el'~te~:f(j~'l!f.~~~t~'f'.!"'ent){y~ars'. ... 

.... S!••.14~;2~81w·)(oSEFSHALO"' .. ~L.YASHtV,.SH~lt1 
.:.RAV A~ON !-EIB. SCffl;EINM"N' SHtlTA 

The. mitzvah . of Pldy~~ S~vuyi11t :;e;Qi~~~)i~JfJ~ 
Jonathan Pollard and it.is a compulsol'Jl''fo,~'!:/f·.f0'1f~ 
mand for all of the nation oflsrael , , • <>< . · . . 

-RAV MORDECHAI El1V:AHU1 SHLITA, 
FORMER CHIEF RABBI OF ISRAEL 

This is a mitzvah of Pidyon Shvuyim for all of 
Kial Yisroel. 

-80STONER REBBE, SHLITA 

rte call upon all caring Jews who understand the 
importance of being nosei b'ol im chaveiro and the 
imperative of Pidyon Shvuyim to convey the message 
to President Bush that Mr. Pollard has served long 
enough, and that the time has come to free him. 

-MOETZES GEDOLEI HATORAH OF AMERICA 

• ~~tt. c1~ifi.~1t~~Ji~z~c~'~ff~J C. i#d~i ~,;~~t: 
· · rtsJ1/>~~~c~(j~~8~~f!;; f!t:i~~!is s~o»'n 

.·· StJ~/,iJ~C:'!}~$;dispro. ate to 0f/t.ets. 
;.,, ~~'.~~ve committed similar crimes. Pollard fits 
th~t'liill. . 

-CHARLES SCHUMER, NY SENATOR 

He has suffered enough . • Now is the time for human 
compassion. 

-ELIE WIESEL, NOBEL PEACE PRIZE WINNER 

We are writing to express support for Jonat"!f/11 
Pollard . • . rte urge your support on humam'Ulrllfjf 
grounds for this matter. 

-CONFERENCE OF PRESIDENTS OF 
MAJOR AMERICAN JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS 

A COMMUNITY PROJECT OF: 

RABBI LEIB GELIEBTER 
MEMORIAL FOU~'DATION INC. 

Spooooced by' r..:.rcoMPREHENSIV. E 
, NETWO~~ 

Where caring rou~ts"' 

National Council of Young Israel £ 
212-929-1525 ~ 

freepollard@youngisrael.org ~~ 
www.youngisrael.org II 
www.jonathanpollard.org • . , 
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RABBI MORDECHAI BECHER & RABBI CHANAN (ANTONY) GORDON 

I Adults at Risk 

RABBI MORDECHAI BECHER, ORJGINA!.L.Y FROM 

AUSTRALIA, IS A SENIOR LEC-llJRER FOR f!IE 

Gr\TEWAYS ORGANIZATION. BEFOl~E JOINING THE 

STAFF OF GATEWAYS, RAl~B! BECHER TAUGHT AT 

YESHIVAS OH!~ SOMAYACJ-1 JN JERUSALF.M FOR !5 

YEARS. RABBI BECHEi~ RECEIVED H!S RABBINIC ORDI

NATION FROM THE CHIEF RABBINATE OF IS RAEL AND 

THE CHIEF RABBI OF JERUSALEM. HIS LATEST BOOK, 

GA7F.\\!Alc TO ]UDA/511-1, WAS PUBLISHED BY ArtScrol/ 

I.AST YEAR AND lS NOW IN ITS SECONLl PRINTING. HE 

HAS CO-AUTHORED TWO llOOKS ON CONTEMPORARY 

ISSUES IN HALACHA AND HAS l~ESPONDED TO THO\i-

SANDS OF LEGAL, ETltlCAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL 

QUESTIONS ON THE ASK THE RABBI WEBSITE. RABBI 

R BE JEWISH?*" 
SIX CHILDREN !N PASSAIC, Nf:\V JERSEY. 

RABBI CHANAN (ANTONY) GORDON, ORIGINAL" 

LY FROM Soun! AFRICA, HAS BEEN A FREQUENT 

CONTR!alJTOR TO THE JO (JN TOPICS RELATED PRI

MARILY TO KlR!iV RECl-IOKJM AND JEWISH DEMO

GRAPl-UC.S. HE HAS BEEN INVOLVED IN ISSUES 

PERTAINING TO O\JTREACI! ON A NA110NAL AND 

INTERNATIONAi. l.EVEL FOR THE PAST 15 YEARS AND 

HAS ASSUMED LEADERSHIP POSITIONS IN VARIOUS 

CAPACITIES INCLl_lDJN(; CHAIRMAN OF TH JS )'EARS' 

AJ()p CONVENTION: SERVING ON T!JE BOARD OF 

GATEWAYS; ANO CHAIRMAN OF THE L.A. K/JU!l' 

COALITION. RABBI GORDON RECEIVED HIS RAB-

'°' <hooe of "' who h•~ b"" I 
involved in outreach and fighting 
assimilation, whether as a full-time 
senior lecturer (as is the case with 
Rabbi Mordechai Becher} or as a lay 
activist leader (as is the case with 
Rabbi Chanan (Antony} Gordon), 
various acronyms have become an 
accepted part of our mainstream 
"working lexicon" - e.g., BT (Baal 
Teshuva), FFB (Frum From Birth} 
and FFH (Frum From Habit) __ .. It 
is for the last mentioned category 
that we have coined the phrase 
"Adults at Risk." 

Our analysis of this phenomenon 
will emphasize some primary 
causes of the Adult at Risk crisis and 
more importantly, some proposed 
solutions_ From the outset, Chanan 
Gordon wishes to thank Rabbi 
Shmuel Kamenetsky N''V'71V, not 
only for the continuous hadracha 
(guidance) in kiruv and k/a/
related matters generally, but for 
the encouragement to specifically 
broach the topic of this article, 
to try to capture the message 
of achdus (unity) and to convey 
the importance of developing 
a meaningful relationship with 
Hashem for those of us who are 
part of the mainstream Torah 
observant community. 

To avoid any potential confusion, 
a clarification of the topic at hand 
is an essential starting point_ 

[SRAEL AND P!RCHEI 5HOSl-IAN/M. HE GRADUATED 

WITH A FULBRIGHT SCllOLARSH!P FROM 1-lARVARD 

LAW SCHOOL AND JS THE MANAGING DIRECTOR Of 

INVESTOR RELATIONS FOR EAST AVENUE CAPITAL 

PARTNERS, A HEDGE FUND. HE LIVES WITH l'llS WIFE, 

LEBE, AND THE!ll FIVE CHILDREN IN Los ANGELES, 

CALJFOR."'IJA. 

•·The sub-title of this article, "Will Your 
Grandfather Be Jewish?" is a play on words based 
on the title of Rabbi Chanan (Antony) Gordon's 
article and accompanying demographic chart 
entitled "Will Your Grandchild Be Jewish?"which 
he co-authored with Richard M. Horowitz, the 
North American President of Aish Hatorah and 

BECHER LIVES WITH HIS WIFE, CHAV''• AND THEIR B!NIC ORDINATION FROM THE CttfEFRABB!NATE OF h h fj bJ h d JQ 1996 
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WHAT DOES 'l\DULTS AT RISK" 

REALLY MEAN? 

P
erhaps the best way to define the 
topic is to relay a conversation 
that took place between one of 

the co-authors of this article and Rabbi 
Nachman Bulman ':>"lit a few years before 
the Mashgiach of Ohr Somayach passed 
away. One of the most common objec
tions to Torah heard from secular Jews 
is that they" ... know an Orthodox Jew 
who was not honest in his business deal-
ings and whose character left much to be 
desired ... :' In hearing this complaint, the 
Mashgiach repeated the maxim: "It's not 
whether you go through Shas; it's whether 
Shas goes through you .... " 

Rabbi Bulman pointed out that if a 
person's learning and involven1ent in 
mitzvos do not make a fundamental 

ADULT AT RISK CRISIS: 

CASE HISTORIES 

I n order to appreciate the magnitude 
and broad spectrum of the Adult 
at Risk phenomenon in our com

munities, we have outlined some case 
histories that we have been involved 
in firsthand. If any of these examples 
resonates or maybe even re1ninds you of 
the person davening two seats away from 
you, perhaps you will agree that the 
word "crisis" is not an exaggeration. 

Following a lecture at a recent 
Shabbaton in Canada entitled "If 
Hashem loves me, why do l feel so 
much pain?'' one of the co-authors 

Torah. 
When asked why he felt that he had 

not ever had the opportunity to get 
some clarity on these issues as a student, 
the response was all too predictable. 
"Rabbi, we \Vere never encouraged to 
ask existential questions, and worse, \Ve 
felt like fools if we showed interest in 
anything other than the classic Gemara 
curriculum." 

A scenario that is becoming all too 
common: One of the co-authors is 
asked to speak with a young man 
who grew up in a Chassidishe 
community .... Again, the dialogue 
is one that has been repeated in 
several other such consultations. 

change in his character, behavior and 
outlook, he could end up (to paraphrase 
the Mashgiach) going through life like an 
empty shell. Not only will he not have a 
sincere relationship with the Almighty, but 
most frighteningly, he convinces himself 
that he is a true oveid Hashem .... 

One of the greatest mistakes one 

Based on the comments of Rabbi 
Bulman, we may define the "risk" that 
is under discussion as the risk of going 
through life as a "spiritual zombie." In 
other words, living an Orthodox lifestyle 
out of habit and convenience because it 
is a familiar routine, a good way to get 
off from the office a few extra days a 

can make is to reject a question or 
questioner out of hand. Our experience 

has shown us that for a frum person who 
is experiencing doubts and questioning 

an axiom of Torah, nothing is worse than 
being made to feel abnormal or crazy. 

year, and good for the kids, as long as it of this article was approached by 
does not involve too much sacrifice.1 a /rum-looking gentle1nan, who 

While there may not be an immedi- talked and dressed in a yeshivishe 
ate "risk" of these ''Adults at Risk" going manner. 
off the derech in the traditional sense, His anxiety and confusion were 
we submit that, paradoxically, Adults at obvious .... "Rabbi," he said somewhat 
Risk should present as much of a wake- sheepishly, ''I'm almost embarrassed to 
up call to our communities- or perhaps say this, but I've spent my entire life in 
even inore than- as their Kids at Risk 1nainstream yeshivas .... I have a wife 
namesakes. Unlike Kids at Risk, Adults and five children .... Why didn't I ever 

I at Risk are not only unaware that they learn this stuff?" 

It goes something like this: "Rabbi, 
I have spent my whole life in the 
Williamsburg community. I had 
to leave kollel to get a job. I was 
always told that the outside world 
was filled with only immoral and 
dishonest people. In my experience 
so far, I have found that not to be 
the case. If that is not unsettling 
in and of itself, l have been asked 
questions about Judaism for the 
first time by co-workers, and I 
don't have the answers. This is all 1

.,1 personally have a problem, but sadly, Further probing made it clear that 
many of these Adults at Risk, for obvi- some basic concepts discussed during 

I ous reasons, are likely to contribute to the Shabbaton, such as the fact that 
I the creation of Kids at Risk. "Hashem loves you more than you love 
I ---·----·--·--------- your own children," and that "there is 

very confusing .... I am starting to 
question some of my basic beliefs 
for the first time." 

I I See Isaiah 29,13-"1nitzvas anashin1 melu1nada a big difference between feeling pain A complaint that we hear frequently I - their m1tzvah perforn1,1nce 1s like rote Je,irn- I 
ing'', Shaare1 Teshuva 3.15; Mesdlas Yesharun, and something being 'bad"' had never is that, to paraphrase a cliche, they I 

L~~w~ . ~. ···-- ~rmed par~~-his understanding-~- -- --~eel all-dressed-~ 0~ Orthodox 
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Child Development Specialists 
Helping Infants & Toddkrs 

with Developmental Delays and Disabilities 

Evaluation and a full range of 
Therapeutic Services provided 
at our Center or in the privacy 

of your home 
Bilingual Services Available 

Services are provided based on the child's needs 
as detennined by the NYC Early Intervention 
Program. The Early Intervention Official will 
determine the location and provider of any 
needed services. This Early Intervention 
Program is fuoded & regulaled by !he NYC Dept. 
ofHealth & Mental Hygiene. 

Executive Offices: 
649 Thirty-Ninth Street 

Brooklyn, New York 11232 

Queens Office: 
70-14 141 st Street 

Flushing, New York 11367 

well versed in the outward mani- the case that a contemporary style, with 
festations of keeping the Torah, language and an approach designed for 
but lack simcha2 and inspiration in a skeptical beginner, may provide clarity 
their Torah observance .... "Rabbi;' and, on many occasions, life-changing 
comes the complaint, "I grew up insights, because it speaks in a familiar 
in the heart of [fill in your favorite language and confronts familiar issues, 
frum community] and I only heard that may have been forgotten from 
about sacrifice and mesiras nefesh. one's years in yeshiva. 3 These works and 
I never heard about emuna, joy, classes of a similar genre have been able 
love or inspiration.... Shu! was to supply people with information and 
always dull ... and I remember that inspiration that they did not receive 
my father was always impatient in in their yeshiva education. 
shul, looking forward to reading a In short, if yeshiva graduates were 
newspaper, and rushing through better equipped from a philosophi-
the seudas Shabbos so that he could cal, hashkafa and emuna perspective, 
sleep." they would not become unglued and 

SOME MAJOR CAUSES OF 
'f\DULTS AT RISK" 

0 LACK OF SOLID FOUNDATION IN AREAS 
OF HASHKAFA (LIFE PERSPECTIVE) AND 
EMUNA (RELIGIOUS FAITH) 

Yeshivas such as Ohr Somayach and 
Aish Ha tor ah, which are directed towards 
students with a secular background and 
world-view, provide a strong foundation 
in a classic Torah hashkafa and emuna, 
but equally as important, encourage 
and embrace questions, arguments and 
existential discussions. 

destabilized when they face chal
lenges to their beliefs, questions 
about Torah, or just the inevitable 
bumps in life's journey. 

Indeed, the view of the Ramban 
is that the goal of the mitzvos and 
the basis of all of the Torah is emu
na.4 Rabbi Moshe Shapiro N"'l.'."';rii1 

continuously stresses that without a 
thorough knowledge and understand
ing of the Thirteen Principles of Faith 
of the Rambam, a person cannot be 
a Torah )ew.5 

0 BURNT-OUT TEACHERS GENERALLY 
PRODUCE STUDENTS RIPE FOR "BURNOUT" 

Most students who spend time The old adage that "one cannot kid a 
in these environments will become kid" rh1gs even louder in the case of chi-
familiar with some of the best known nuch. The phenomenon of a burnt-out 
English, contemporary "building block" teacher who is not able or willing to relate 
works on hashkafa and emuna that, to to his students and disseminate the rich 
quote one prominent rash yeshiva's beauty of Torah h1 a manner that will build 
haskama, have become "essential read- a deep foundation is often the catalyst for 
ing for people serious about these top- an Adult at Risk time bomb that ticks softly 
ics:' Some of these publications include nntil a full-blown crisis detonates it. 
Rabbi Lawrence Keleman's Permission We have both been asked many 
to Believe; Rabbi Dr. David Gottlieb's times to administer "spiritual emer-
Informed Souh Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan's If gency treatment" in the frum commu-
You Were G-d; and Living Inspired, by nity to prevent another adult FFB from 
Rabbi Dr. Akiva Tatz. becoming an Adult at Risk. Too many 

We are not suggesting that our clas- of these "patients" have attributed their 

SERV NG R OK N Q NS sic sefarim on hashkafa - such as the .lsee Rabbi s;msO'O' Raphael Hirsch~ Horeb, p;~ 
I B 0 LY • UEE • Ramchal's Mesillas Yesharim or Rav 551. 

'1 STATEN ISLAND & MANHATTAN Chaim Volozhiner's Nefesh Hachayim- 4 Ramban on Slwmos 13,16 
can be replaced by the aforementioned 5 As heard fro111 Rabbi Moshe Shapiro on 111any 

I h II • occasions. See Ran1bam, Con1n1entary on the 
WWW'.( Q enge•ef.COm 25.ee R~rnba;~, Mishneh Tor---:ih, Hilcho;-iula~ Mishna, Sanl1edrin,peirekC!1eilek,paragraphat 

[" ___ ----- -------- 8:15-- - --- -- - --- ----the end:"The Thorteen Prmc1ples ofF:J 
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problems to negative experiences during the circle to entertain the chassan and On the other hand, Orthodox par-
their formative yeshiva years for us to kalla (successfully, we should add) with ents who preach to their children the 
believe that such cases are anomalies. a break-dance (ask your teenager if importance of Torah (i.e., getting good 
A teacher who resorts to verbal abuse you don't know what that is). He was grades in Gemara, etc.) while discussing 
(or chas veshalom physical abuse) in his in a great mood, full of simcha, full of nothing but current affairs, headline 
desperate attempt to make a point when love for his fellow Jews, and feeling news, and work at the Shabbos table 
patience runs thin is planting the seeds good about himself, until a rabbinical are sending the type of mixed message 
for an Adult at Risk down the road. guest pulled him aside and harshly to the next generation that will only 

criticized him for a dance step "from increase their fascination with every-
0 CONTINUOUS NEGATIVITY TOWARD the street." thing but Torah, by showing that the 
EVERYTHING IN "THE OUTSIDE WORLD" Just as it is a mitzvah to state that ((real action is outside the four cubits 
SOWS THE SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION which will be accepted, so is it a mitz- of Torah." 

vah not to say that which will not be 
A plethora of studies in the fields of accepted." What will that gentleman 0 OUR OBLIGATION TO STOP THE "ADULT 

psychology and education underscores say after 120 years when he learns that AT RISK" PHENOMENON FROM SPIRALING 
the importance of positive reinforce- his comment was one of a series of EVEN MORE 
ment and of building students' self- little pushes, and perhaps even "the 
esteem in order to ensure an all-around, last straw;' that eventually sent this Before suggesting some solutions to 
balanced, and happy individual. A recent promising student "out of the circle curtail the Adult at Risk syndrome, let us 
story shared by a bitter former yeshiva completely" and out of Torah obser- offer a word or two on our obligation to 
student with one of the co-authors vance? (The authors do not, of course, expend the time and energy necessary to 
makes the point about the consequences condone a hen Torah break-dancing or ensure that we have no further hem or-
of being overcritical: engaging in any other behavior derived rhaging within our own ranks. 

A yeshiva student was happily <lane- from secular culture that isn't consonant The chiyuv (obligation) that we all 
ing at his former roommate's wedding, with Torah values.) have to reach out to our unaffiliated 
and pushed his way to the middle of 

·-----·--·-----·--
6 Yevamos 65b brothers and sisters has been the topic 

In response to numerous inquiries, we are pleased to announce 
to the :-tiinn t:J'Jiy the availability of the following: 

,71i:ntt i.bo ,D':J.t'\!:11 niixK ,D"i1g 

.n1.:no - pnY' in . .b ,,t.li<b igt:n 

Most of these Seforim are now in expanded editions, 
They may be obtained as. a set or as single volumes. 

For iriformation contact: 

Rabbi Yeshaya Thau 
718-376-1265 

In Eretz Yisroel: Rabbi Ahron Lasker 
02-537-2257 
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of much literature. Aside from the 
Torah principle that" kol Yisroel areivim 
zeh bazeh"7 and the outspoken calls to 
action from the time of the Chafetz 
Chaim,8 we are all aware of the recent 
public declarations of onr gedolim that 
every Torah observant Jew participate 
in the mitzvah of kiruv rechokitn. 9 But 
what of our obligation of kiruv kerovim 
(outreach to those near to us)? 

If anything, all indications are that 
the obligation that we have to stop the 
bleeding within our own camp is at 
least as great an obligation. Apart from 
the devastating effect on families and 
communities, in the case of an FFB that 
becomes an Adult at Risk, the "tinok 
shenishba (captive child)" card cannot 
be played. In addition, many readers 

7 Shavuos 39a 
8 Michtevci HeChnfetz Cliaim33-"Ma'aniar Eis 
La'asos" 

9 Heard fro1n Rabbi A.L. Shteinn1an N"W?W, 

Rabbi l\.1oshe Shapiro N"~, Rabbi Shinuel 

Ka111cnetsky N"V't'?V the Novotninsker Rebbe 

N"trt7W and Rabbi Matisyahu Salon1on N"""'7v. 

Eretz Yisroel's 
Most Reliable Shomer Shabbos 

and English Speaking Car Service 

Visiting Israel? Need Transport? 
-CHOOSE-

Menashe Sopher's 
Airport & Limousine Service 

Celebrating 12 years of unbeatable servicd 

OUR EFHCIENT ENGLISH-SPEAKING OFFICE STAJ'f, 

FULl.Y-LJCENSED, INSURED & AIR-CONDITIONED VANS, 

DRIVEN BY JEWISH, POLITE DRIVERS, 

ARE TAILOR-MADE FOR ALL OCC1\SIQ'IS 

1. 718.360.5083 
or 972.2.533.3425 

may be familiar with one of the battle 
cries of the former Munkatcher Rebbe 
that, "before trying to 'make a profit,' one 
should ensure that he is not losing what 
he already has." Even those gedolim who 
disagreed with the Munkatcher's objec
tions to kiruv rechokim wholeheartedly 
agreed with the need to preserve and 
guard what we already have. 

Some general solutions are implicit 
in the comments above. More specifi
cally, some approaches that have proved 
effective include the following: 

0 VALIDATE, DO NOT CASTIGATE DOUBTS 
AND FEARS ... 

One of the greatest 1nistakes one can 
make is to reject a question or ques
tioner out of hand. Our experience has 
shown us that for a frum person who is 
experiencing doubts and questioning an 
axiom of Torah, nothing is worse than 
being made to feel abnormal or crazy 
or to be told, "Don't ask questions." or 
"What are you - an apikoros?" 

On the contrary, a person suffering 
from a spiritual existential crisis is in 
tre1nendous pain. He or she needs to 
be encouraged to ask whatever ques
tions are causing the1n confusion. Our 
prime directive is to listen to and accept 

summar11 ot the Six 
constant Miuvah Treasures 

HASHEM IS ONE, 
THERE IS NO OTHER, 

LOVE HIM, 
FEAR HIM, 

NOTHING BESIDES HIM 

Rabbig@sakar.com 
www.Gemsofforah.com 

~-·---·---=-i 

without prejudice or criticism (or even 
reaction) any question at all on any 
topic. "A bashful person cannot learn 
and an intolerant (or impatient) person 
cannot teach:,10 

0 ENCOURAGE THE STUDY OF TA'AMEI 
HAMITZVOS 

The study of ta'amei hamitzvos (the 
"taste" or reasons, of the com1nand
ments), often a neglected field in stan
dard curriculums, is vital to giving 
an Adult at Risk a sense of meaning 
in what he is doing. The verse states, 
"Ta'amu u're'u ki tov Hashem - Taste 
and see that Hashem is good."" Rabbi 
Moshe Shapiro N"""'"" explains this as 
an exhortation to look into the ta'amei 
hamitzvos, and that when one does so, 
one will see immediately that Hashem 
is good and that He has commanded us 
these mitzvos for our benefit. Classics 
such as Sefer Hachinuch, and Horeb by 
Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch, as well 
as conten1porary works in this field, 
abound. 

0 REFRESHING KIRUV·TYPE SEMINARS 
SHOULD BE EMBRACED IN FRUM 
COMMUNITIES 

I 
I 

In our experience in nu1nerous semi
nars and classes, people with kiruv
oriented skills are often best equipped 
to recharge the confused and tired 
"spiritual batteries" of Orthodox adults 
suffering from burnout. In addition to 
the hashkafa and communication train
ing that we have, it seems that FFB's find 
it is less embarrassing and perhaps less 
threatening to speak with people who 
regularly confront these questions than 
to shock or "lose face" in front of their I 
shul rabbi. Moreover, after many years I 

I in the field, there is hardly a question [ 

I

[ that will be a total surprise. [' 
Some of the kinds of programs that , 

I communities and synagogues should I 
I 

embrace include the following: [ 

I

. For careful attention to your • Discovery Productions is a non- l,i 

individual needs, call us today! profit)ewishorganizationthatprovides 

[

1

, (845) 354-8445 n_1o_n_thlX..'1ationa_l events_to_tens of 
, 10 Pirkei Avos 2:6 

11 Tehillim 34,9 J 
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thousands of participants each year. 
Discovery's exciting programs inspire 
participants to think, laugh, question, 
and react. 12 

• Gateways' staff of internationally 
acclaimed lecturers has had a profound 
effect on the lives of thousands of obser
vant Jews who have attended Gateways 
retreats during Pesach, Shavuos and 
Rosh Hashana, as well as their advanced
track se1ninars presented on a frequent 
basis throughout the country." 

0 AVOID A FIRE AND BRIMSTONE 
APPROACH 

The Adult at Risk candidate should 
have a totally new type of learning 
experience, dissociated from previous 
negative experiences. The learning inter
action has to be as friendly and informal 
as possible, with no "put downs" or 
hakpados by the teacher. The text should 
be fresh to them, e.g., Kuzari, Michtav 
Mei'eliyahu, or Maharal, as opposed to 
texts that they are likely to have studied 
in yeshiva or seminary. Most in1por
tantly, subjects should include ikarei 
emuna (basic principles of faith) - the 
authenticity of the Sinai Revelation and 
Torah Shche'al Peh, the Oral Law. 

At the end of the day, our experience 
has clearly shown us that the feeling that 
there is someone who truly cares, that 
one is not being judged, and that it is 
normal to have ups and downs in one's 
spiritual journey, is at least as important 
as the content and inforrnation of the 
class. Love, warmth and friendship are 
perhaps the most vital ingredients in 
dealing vvith a crisis in faith. 14 

FFBs AND BTs - A SYMBIOTIC 

RELATIONSHIP ... 

M uch has been written about 
the irnportance of ensuring 
that people fron1 a secular 

background who have turned to Torah 

- ---- ------------- - -- - -- ----- --- - - ------------
12 1-800-742-2228 or h ttp://www.discovcrypro
duction.corn/ contact 
I 3 1-845-352-0393 or office@gatcwayson!inc. 
coin 
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and have committed themselves to 
Yiddishkeit aim to become integrated 
into the mainstream Orthodox com
munity. To that end, the FFB commu
nity plays a significant function as role 
models and mentors. 

Paradoxically, in the case of the Adult 
at Risk, which occurs almost exclusively 
within the FFB camp, ha'alei teshuva 
can serve as the spark that rekindles the 
flame of inspiration in the established 
frum community. Recordings of shiurim 
by kiruvlecturers, reading materials that 
address questions FFBs so often feel too 

embarrassed to ask, and the popularity of 
kiruv-type seminars in the heart of frum 
communities are now common sights. 

If there is any positive fallout from 
the loomingAdult at Risk crisis, it seems 
to be the fact that as the kiruv and tes
huva movements mature and expand, 
the newly observant and the tradition
ally observant worlds are becoming 
more intertwined in a positive and 
mutually beneficial way .... After all, at 
the end of the day, we are all responsible 
for each other, and are all accountable 
to the Ribbono she/ Olam. !lil 

HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS: 
ARTICLE 2 INCOME CRITERIA CHANGES 

Claims Conference Secures Compensation Program Expansion 

The Claims Conference makes monthly payments to Nazi victims under the Article 2 Fund who meet 
certain persecution and other criteria and who have an income below a level specified by the German 
Government. 

Following recent negotiations with the German Government, the Claims Conference secured amendments 
regarding the income that shall be considered when determining if an applicant is within the income limit 
The income limit is $16,000 per year after taxes. The following are the new regulations: 

Only the income of the applicant shall be taken into account (not the income of his/her spouse) - this 
is a change from the current rule. 

From October 1, 2007 onwards, when determining whether the income limit is met, the following types 
of pensions will NOT be considered as income: 

Old age pension (including: governmental pension, social security payments, occupational 
pension or retirement plans) and/or 
Pensions awarded for reduction in earning capacity, for industrial injury or occupational disease, 
for loss of life or any comparable payment. 

The changes are summarized above bu; specific details (including what payments constitute comparable 
payments) are still being discussed with the German Ministry of Finance. 

Full eligibility details for the Article 2 Fund and further information about the abovementioned changes are 
at www.claimscon.org and further annou.1cements regarding these criteria wilt be posted as they become 
available. Please note that the eligibility criteria concerning persecution history, also specified by the 
German government, have not changed. 

If you believe that you may be eligible or are not certain if you are eligible, you should file an 
application now. Please note that under the current guidelines. payments to eligible persons are 
backdated to the later of October 1, 2007 or the date the application form is received. Application forms 
are available at www.claimscon.org. If you cannot access the form via the website, please contact your 
local Claims Conference office. There is ro fee to apply. 

A Claims Conference 
A,A The Conference on Jewish i\lfaterial Clain1s Against Gennany 

Claims Conference 
15 East 26 Street. Room 906 

New Yotk, NY 10010 
Tel: 1-646·536·9100 
Fax: 1-212-679-2126 
info@claimscon.org 

www.claimscon.org 



No MORE ROOM UNDER 
THE RUG 

Child molestation in the Orthodox 
Jewish community is not a new 

. . . phenomenon, This problem, as 
other so.cial ills, has existed for gen
erations and centuries. The problem 
of men (and some women) inappro
priately touching youf!g boys and girls 
was sufficiently recognized by our great 
sages. Is our. cnmmunity responding 
to this problem? The answ~r, in these 
past years, has been a resounding yes. 
Is it enough? NO! There is still so much 
to do. 

Our roshel yeshivos have publicly 
addressed the issne. ln September 20!)0, 

DAVJD MANDEL JS CHJEI' EXECUTIVE 0fFlC£R Of 

OHEL CHILDREN'.s HOMf: AND fAMIL'li''SERv1cE~ 

IN NE:)V YORK <;rty. OttEl HAS BEEN 'PROV~DJNG 

AN ARRAY Of MENTAi. HEALTH Sl~RVJCES TO 'THE 

lEV.'lSH COMMUNJTY SINCE 1969, INCl,.U_DJNG 'EDU

CA1'lNG PEOPLE AUOlJJ"CHJLD MOLESTATJON AND 

Tf:ACHJNG 1l:l~M Ji OW TO RE$J>ONl) THROUGH THE 

RESPECT PROGRAM. HE CAN, BE CONTACTED AT-Qti-1 

at a forum titled "Let's TalkAbou\What 
Never Happened, But It Did;' Rabbi 
Shmuel Kamenetsky N""'7w, stated, 

GUIDELINES FOR 
PREVENTION AND RESPONSE ...... ,. ..... ,. ..................... . 

"Such an evening brings this issue out In September 2003, Torah Umesorah, 
from under. the rug, and people who the National Society for Hebrew 
need help should seek it from a rav, a Day Schools,· under the signature 
psychologist or a psychiatrist?' Rabbi ofleading roshei yeshivos, issued stan-
Avrnhom Pam ';")IT, at the swe forum, dards and guidelines on prevention 
on the issue of depression, spoke of and .response to child .molestation. 
liachurimwhobelievedtheyhadsinned, Ont.he issue. of mesira (informing 
based on whatthey may have learned in on someone), it states, "Such action 
divrei mussar: "Don't let the past linger may include, under appropriate cir-
a0d paralyze you; don't feel worthless!' cumstances, reporting ·to the civil 
Th~ Rosh Hayeshiva was speaking to authorities whet) the principal deter-
vktims of molestation who hi\ve suf- mines that there is reason to believe 
rered, who have been burdened, whofeel that inappropriate activity has in fact 
it was theirfault. Thnusands of \apes of occurred, insofar as halacha and secular 
this forum and nf a subsequent forum in law require such reporting." Professor 
November 2001 have been disse1ninated Aaron Twerksi, pean of Brooklyn Law 
by OHEL. School, and OHEL were instrumental 

RabbiAvrnhom ChaimLevm1'l"~, in worl<lngwith the rosheiyeshivos of 
RoshHayeshiva.ofTelz Chicago, address- Torah Ume.sorali in prepa!ing these 
ing several hundred principals at a guidelines. 
Torah Umesorah convention .in May Prevention of unwanted touching 
2002 on the issue of child molestation, requires that parerits speak tO their chil-
stated, "There is no more roorn under dren. Chi!d,en are unprepared for and 

I 
oHELFAMILY.-0R9. THE Au11iOR t:xPRt:SsEs APPR£· the :earpet." And most recently, at Torah do111t l<noW how- to respOnd_-_to- t}les¢ 

:CtATJCiNTOSEV:ERALSlJRVlVORS-OFCHlLDMOLE,STA· , , , ' d 

I
, Umesorah's c.onv.ention i.n M. 11.Y 2. 007, ter. rible acts, which ··go .wa. y beyon 

T!ON,f:OR TH£JR Ri'VlEW Qf'T81S MANUSCtH¥J, A.$ 

WELL AS 'To }lnJ,'f;L ST£RNSTfJN, fA1C'lE TURNER, Rabbi l.evin encouraged everyye_shiva_~ the ,boundaries of y_ichud.- Pievention 
j '"'coLE Bo•NSTEIN, AN" MANNY WERTMAN •o• <lay school and high schoolto. address involves yeshivos and day schools pro- 1 
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ents and teachers becoming more alert 
to red flags, and rabbanim address
ing the issue in shuls. An educated, 
informed communal response by par
ents, educators, and rabbanim - three 
primary sources of information and 
learning for children at an early age 
- would lead to fewer children being 
hurt. Equally important, it could lessen 
the shame and stigma associated with 
being a victim of child molestation, 
which remains the primary reason for 
underreporting. 

This is not limited to a one-time 
conversation. A parent knows his child 
best, and what and how many words to 
use, in keeping with the broad guidelines 
of "Ve'higadeta levincha bayom hahu 
- And you shall relate to your son on 
that day ... :' Rabbi Yehoshua Fishman, 
Executive Vice President Emeritus of 
Torah Umesorah, notes that the pri
mary responsibility for teaching chil
dren these personal issues lies with the 
parents. Rabbi Shlomo Wolbe ':>"Yt, in 
Planting and Building: Raising a Jewish 
Child, describes how the Chofetz Chaim 
7"Yt spoke with his sons at age fifteen 
(Feldheim Publishers, 1999, pg. 67). As 
Rabbi Pam ':>''lit said: there was only one 
Chofetz Chaim. It is up to every parent 
to determine at what age to speak with 
his child and how often to reinforce 
this message. Dr. Susan Schulman, a 
pediatrician in Brooklyn, describes pre
vention as speaking to your child about 
good and bad touching at a very early 
age; then again, when they begin school; 
then again, when they go on a bus; then 
again, when they go to camp; then again, 
when they go to a sleep-away yeshiva. 
Hillel Sternstein, Coordinator of OHEI:s 
RESPECT Program on abuse, describes 
it as teachable moments. 

Ninety percent of children who are 
molested know their abuser. Parents 
cannot speak about "stranger danger" 
with their young children and expect 
them to understand that this also 
means not becoming a victim at the 
hands of a relative, neighbor or rebbe. 
This lies at the heart of the complex
ity of child molestation - being hurt 
by a person a young child or teenager 
knows, trusts, loves or admires. 

THE Jt::WISH OBSERVER 

COMMUNITY FORUMS 

Several yeshivas that wanted to 
hold seminars on safety from and 
prevention of unwanted touching 

were reluctant to do so lest they be per
ceived as a school with a problem. 

Professional staff in OHErs school
based mental health program and in 
other well-regarded organizations, such 
as Debbie Fox of Jewish Family Services 
in Los Angeles, who developed a preven
tion model, provide this information to 
students, faculty and parents in digni-

fied, professional, age-appropriate ways 
and in lashon nekiya (clean language). 
Yes, it is true that some children may be 
hearing concepts and words that they 
don't yet fully comprehend, and that by 
engaging them at an early age, we may 
be opening a door to more informa
tion than we would like. On the other 
hand, one can posit that it is better for 
children to learn in a structured, safe 
environment where they can ask ques
tions, and know that they can turn to 
parents, rebbis, moros or teachers to ask 
questions. This is a much better option 
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It hurts 

It feels better just to talk about it. That's 
why we're here. Our staff is made up of 

caring and sensitive individuals. Together, 
we can help you explore your options. We 
can refer you to recognized professionals 

for counseling, legal advice or help in 
finding a safe environment. We can also 
put you in touch with some very special 

Rabbis. But in order for us to reach out to 
you, you must first reach out to us. 

Confidential Hotline 
(No caller ID) 

Do it for yourself. 
Do it for your children. 

r o. 

1.888.883.2323 
(Toll Free) 

718.337.3700 
(NYC Area) 

Shalom Ta>k Force ;s a 501 (c)(3} charitable orgdrnzat1on 



than "learning on the street." 
Schools can incorporate these forun1s 

for parents into their PTAs and train 
faculty as part of an educational cur
ricula day or a special workshop, and 
camps can educate counselors during 
their sun1mer orientation. Students in 
5111 through 12th grades can participate 
in prevention workshops. Ten-year-olds 
begin to hear, understand and experi
ence life events and a new sense of self. 
Finally, a shul or co1nmunity center or 
a group of synagogues and community 

Get a cell phone 
from the people 

you con trust! 

a 

_.. ~ 
Total Communication 
solutions 

l-866-JALK·N-SAVE 
( 1-866-825-5672) 

e-mail: info@t11lknsave.11et 
Customer service now available 

from 9,00 a.m. - 12100 midnight' lsroel time! 
"'Cel!com Certllled Agent~ 
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centers can host a lecture on the issue. 
In these discussions with parents 

and educators, red flags are described 
- behaviors a child may display when 
victimized - and guidance is provided 
on how to respond to the child. At com
munity forums, OHEL disseminates 
information on thirteen stages a child 
may go through from being a victim 
to becoming a survivor, and how best 
to develop a community protection 
plan. Often the question-and-answer 
dialogue becomes an integral aspect 
of the forum. There are several good 
handbooks, guides and resources par
ents can reference. Examples include, 
"What Do We Say to Our Children Who 
Are Molested? A Guide for Parents," by 
David Mandel and Dr. David Pelcovitz 
( www.ohelfamily.org/ articles.cfm), 
The National Center for Missing and 
Exploited Children (www.missingkids. 
com), and more. OHEL also has an 
educational videotape that can be used 
by schools and community groups. The 
Task Force on Children and Families at 
Risk, a consortiu1n of thirty social ser
vice organizations across the ()rthodox 
community, has played a leading role in 
hosting se1ninars on abuse. 

How prevalent is child molestation 
in our con1111unity? No one knows for 
sure. It is vastly underreported, as it 
is in every con11nunity. For decades, 
police departments across the country 
published crime statistics and asterisked 
sexual assault, a range of crin1es histori
cally underreported. This is not a prob
lem restricted to the Orthodox Jewish 
comn1unity, as some in the media por
tray. People, by nature, are private and 
modest. G-d instilled a sense of shame 
and guilt in us. People in every culture 
possess shame. It is a good trait. It is one 
of the characteristics that keep us civi
lized. Indeed, contemporary "mandated 
reporting laws" were legislated to force 
licensed professionals, who were viewed 
to be ignoring and underreporting these 
events, to make formal reports to child 

ing and responding to child molestation. 
The same is true of Muslims, the Amish 
and countless other peoples across the 
spectrum. 

Uncomfortable as it may be, we are 
now forced to be more open and confront 
this painful discussion; child molesta
tion is a serious problem. Hundreds, if 
not thousands, of children and teens 
have been victimized. It is a problem in 
our community, albeit a niuch smaller 
one relative to the general population. 
We must e1nbrace this discussion and 
respond on a co1n1nunal level. 

THE TENDENCY NOT TO 

DISCLOSE 

Dr. David Pelcovitz, a child psy
chologist and a leading expert 
in treatment of children who 

have been abused, notes the extren1e 
rarity of a child self-disclosing s/he was 
a victim to this type of abuse. Children 
do not disclose abuse due to a con1bina
tion of fear, shame, loyalty and stigma. 
At varying ages, each of these issues may 
be internalized in the child or outwardly 
displayed in a different manner. And 
because most children are hurt by a 
person they know, these issues become 
embedded in the child's psyche. 

A primary reason that a child does 
not disclose that he or she was molested 
is fear. The child may be afraid of his or 
her parents' reaction. The child may be 
afraid to speak lashon hara. The child 
111ay fear his abuser, who may threaten 
to hurt him or his parents ifhe discloses 
the problem. 

A second reason that children do not 
disclose is shame. The young child or 
adolescent may be confused about what 
occurred and is einbarrassed about his 
involvement and response. The n1olester 
may have said to him that he will tell 
everyone what they did together. He 
is afraid he will be made fun of by his 
friends. 

protection agencies. A third reason is loyalty. To disclose 
It is widely documented that China that a person they love hurt them would 

and India, the world's most populated strike them as disloyal. If this seems 
countries, have experienced similar difficult to understand, one need only 

·~"'""" "•'"" ~'""'"'""~" _'°'""" '""" ,, "~'_:'" :J 



childrC!n, nachas, and grC!at success in alt your C!ndeavors 

f'osek HaDor Maran Harav Eliashiv shlita said to publltlie this statement or his~ 
"All the donors to \'aad Harabanlm have a zechus - they will 
have a better and more blessed year, for them and all their 
family members, as it Is the tzedaka fund for all of Eretz 
Israel's poor, and Is managed honestly and faithfully, 
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' knows and trusts: a parent, relative, a relative, that the Rosh Hayeshiva related progress and mature. They may never I 
neighbor, role model or another such this story numerous times. forget "the event" or the perpetrator, 
person close to the child. These are all Demonstrating support to a child but they can move on. In the aftermath 
people to whom the child has loyalty. or adolescent who has been victimized of the tragic events at Virginia Tech 

A fourth reason that children and involves telling them that you believe College - the murder of thirty two 
their parents do not disclose abuse is them, that you love them, and that it students - the resilience of the students 
stigma. Does this require much expla- wasn't their fault. We cannot do this and community was often cited as an 
nation in our community? How the enough for our children under conven- important coping 1nechanis1n in the 

healing process. 

It would be tragic to avoid seeking 
treatment to protect our children's future 

opportunities for good marriages, only 
to see the problem surface again with 

greater complexity within the marriage. 

stigma will affect shidduchim for this 
child or siblings becomes an overriding 
concern. Or it is the stigma of people 
saying, "Well, they're a dysfunctional 
family, anyway." 

Any one or a combination of these 
four factors would lead the victim to not 
disclose the abuse and to keep it a secret, 
thereby intensifying the painful conse
quences of these experiences. This person 
may keep the secret for years and decades. 
Rabbi Shmuel Kamenetsky was so moved 
by a letter from a 70-year-old woman who, 
after sixty years, spoke for the first time of 
having been abused as a young child by 

tional circun1stances. How 1nuch n1ore 
important is this for children under 
extreme stress. This begins the healing 
process and the transition from being 
a victim, which is a passive tenn, to 
becoming a survivor, which signifies 
strength. Parents should neither over
react and blame their child nor deny 
them the opportunity to heal. 

The overwhelming majority of chil
dren who are molested can and will, 
be'ezras Hashem, grow up healthy and 
lead normal lives. Children, as Dr. 
Pelcovitz notes, are resilient and 'vill be 
able to cope and deal with this as they 

Specific training and reference materials 
direct observation and hands on experience 
full service placement and mentoring 

A small percentage of children and 
adolescents are so traumatized that they 
will need psychological treatment. This 
should be provided by a Ji-um person 
with a specialty in this area, and not by 
a general mental health practitioner. 
They may require short-term treat
ment lasting several months or possibly 
several years. Girls who are molested 
as adolescents are especially vulnerable 
due to a sense of shame and pre-marital 
concerns. This becomes even n1ore 
complex if the girl had been molested 
by a family member or a person she 
idealizes. These young women shonld 
receive professional treatment to help 
them cope and transition to marriage, 
as they rnay experience relationship 
and co1n1nunication problems \Vith 
their husband. It would be tragic to 
avoid seeking treat1nent to protect our 
children's future opportunities for good 
marriages, only to see the problem 
surface again with greater complexity 
within the marriage. 

The Jewish Life Cycle 
Counseling 
The Jewish Wedding 
Kiruv 
Aveilut/Death & Bereavement 
Drasha/Sermonics 
Youth Programming 
The Field of Rabbanut 
Contemporary Jewish Issues 
Kash rut 
Geirut/Adoption 
Pastoral Care 
Mila 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT RABBI BINYAMIN HAMMER Safrut 
212-929-1525 X104, BHAMMER@YOUNGISRAEL.ORG Mikva 

Eiruv 

I
I "'!:.. SPONSORED BY NATIONAL COUNCIL OF YOUNG ISRAEL @•[ Professional Development 

•• Synagogue Programming 
. YOUNG ISRAEL COUNCIL OF RABBIS AND TOURO COLLEGE s M t 
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@n behalf of the many thousands worldwide-
men, women and children -whose lives are being enriched immeasurably 

by the Rennert Taryag Mitzvah Project ... 

I The Tarya_g Legacy Foundation 
wishes to thank 

DAVID & JUDITH LOBEL 
~hose generosity and vision 

ma e the ~EfN ADAM LE(HAVEIRO 
curncufum possible. 

;y\'ewish to express our deepest gratitude to the many patrons 
the vision to partner with us in this important work. 

\i'ifealso thank the numerous educators worldwide 
who have introduced the Taryag Curriculum Program 
to their schools and are reporting spectacular results. 

rz./J tut£_ yr;u awf aft r;f g)faf yt"<aet a 
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'.i~:~~s ,from _ _our -- HOiy Land that:-~:--~~: 
, ]~, more and more Torah~obseN~_n,t 

fofulflll the mitzvah of Shviis in their 
PniJ5e_::~r' leniencies. 

-~ Wo_ndr91,ts strengthening of Shmittah~' 
;:o_pserva'nc~ among :S:~\, -----~-i~hi#-~gh_the Center_ for_Shmittah Observance l_n
lsrael _fou_nd_ed _by Jh_e-gf~~t-:-::--R,P:v -_:Blnyonlm: Mendelson, zt"J, the leader :Pf 
KomemJyus._ Jhro_ugh-: __ ~i_s:--p!Jfe_-spiri_t_-hafachic guidance and dedication, 
hu_n~reds --_9f _G~i;i_~fe~rlng fCJ.rm~~ Jr om eve_ry corner of the land have 'IJ-~en 
,added t9J_IJ~,::roster: ()f tbo_se :who-obseive Shmittah without compronJis,e, 
ca_refully_-at\(:L_with N1e/'Joy borrt of a mUzvah~ -_and the number increase_s 
each Shfl'li_tl;_ah, }nay it continue 'to do-so_._ -'And the m~rit_ of th_e _ipitt_vaf'J_ 
of Shmittah :has aJarger strengthening-effect on_the ~urrounding -socie_tY, 
strength~nJng __ -!?e:'J?aths of To_rah a?d care ln-mitZV(:>S'. 

In order _f()r __ J<eren HaShvlis to_ be- able_ ;to_ oversee_-an~::pr&anJze _all 
aspect_s __ t;>f _ :_~tjucation and guidance for $hmit_~ah. _ a,nd ___ to:-addr_~ss -at 
'Jeast:a p~rt_-_ofJ~~Josses suffered by the brave men VJ~_o-:_~_houli;ler-thi_s 
great triaj. by .ce35ing .all labor in the fields and vin.~y it· is 
l_nc_umbent_on us tg part_ner with them. ---- \);;: 

And 'so _we turn tO our jeWJSt) Qrethr_~n wherey~rJh~~-' -;tP' 
become their partners, and to help g:en_erously suppprf-

KER.EN HASHVHS 

~!!~~.~~~~~~~f 
/\$,9;_;_t~_&l,J_:--~v-~ry 

~r!':aJ>itrt.ln this 

~dfi!:~~~Jne,it.~the ~-~~i~f~hvlls, let it be 
.Jµlf\llE!fljf'<us:. "Yo\I l)jl.\IE!;(f<IV()r.e\l. Your land. 
, '<~,~;~h-~!!1-i_--'.:_'Xf>_~:i __ -have- -returntt9",_Jhe:_-_ -c_aptivUy of 

~jl.a~()YJ (TE!hlllim. 85 .• 2) And as the Midr<!sh 
•$h~~t'4:i''\ta(es: "l.f JIQ~I Yi.sm.,l] 9bserves . the 

1pl'ttos. {the LantjJ n;i~J;t's l\s <!C~()mplishments 
.e~~i.J1g;\() ti•l<od.()~I) J3wm:h tjµ." An.d .let us 
· · ~P!'ficiq.rl~~()f th!' b!!'?5c!"$ ·~d I J11'all 



YES! I am delighted to respond to the call of our Gedo lei Yisroel in 
Eretz Yisroel and America to assist the thousands of farmers 
in Eretz Yisroel who will be observing Shmittah this year. 

Name~--------------------~ 
Address·-------------------~ 
City/State/Zip ________________ _ 

Tel.~----------------------
Please send your tox-dedudlble contribution to: 

Keren Hashviis/ U.S. Office 
42Broadway·14th Floor /New York, NY 10004· Tel:212.797.9000 

Help us meet our $18 Million budget 
Enclosed is my contribution of $ __ to cover the following: 

0$10,000 ShmittohPartner 0$ 1,000 OneMonthSponsor 
a one-year subsidy ta Cl formerC1nd his fClmil'/ 

0$ 5,000 ShmittohAssodale 
116-monlh S\lb$1dy ta a fQrmerandhis family 

0 $ 2,500 Shmittoh Patron 
defrays the castofaneeducatlonal von 

0$ 1,800 CholvtPPalran 
pays for aShmlttah cowdimllllr &instrudor 

f\lndsamanlhofltollelftM'a fCltmef 

0 $ 500 Friend of Keren Hashviis 

0 $ 360 Double Chol Sponsor 

0 $ 180 Chai Sponsor 

0 $ Contributor 
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PATTERNS OF PERPETRATION 

H ow does a perpetrator succeed 
in luring children? A perpetra
tor works through a process 

called grooming. He cultivates a rela
tionship with the child involving friend
ship and trust. He then transitions to a 
physical relationship, first with a "light" 
touch, and then with more physical 
involvement. Using incre1nental steps, 
the perpetrator gently gets close to the 
child's mind and heart. 

Perpetrators "look normal." They 
have a variety of respectable jobs. Many 
are married and parents. 

Perpetrators have preferences. Data 
available on several dozen perpetra
tors in our coinmunity are consistent 
with data on perpetrators in the gen
eral comn1unity. That is not surprising. 
Pedophilia, meaning abusive love of 
children, is a psychiatric illness and fol
lows a pattern. A pedophile is likely to be 
consistent in seeking out a young boy or 
girl or a male or female adolescent. 

A perpetrator will generally not stop 
on his own. Once again, the data is 
consistent. The majority of perpetrators 
reveal they molested several children 
repeatedly. As time goes on, the per
petrator may develop more complex 
rationalizations for his deviancy. There 
are also men (and some won1en) who 
reveal involven1ent with a significant 
number of children over many years 
and decades. 

Pedophilia is considered a treatable, 
manageable illness. Treatment generally 
consists of a comprehensive evaluation 
and weekly individual and group sessions 
lasting two to five years. A person must 
learn to behave differently, to modify or 
suppress his deviant interests and to be 
truthful. Treatment also incorporates the 
spouse, who must work through her own 
issues of shame and guilt, especially if the 
victims included her children. Rarely do 
perpetrators self-disclose that they are 
molesters and seek treatment; they need 
to be pushed into treatment with some 
form of"stick" swaying them. 

GREATER DISCLOSURE, 

SAFER COMMUNITIES 

T:e public discussion in our com
munity in recent years has directly 
esulted in greater disclosure by 

victims. Tilis has resulted in evaluation and 
treatment of scores of perpetrators. It has 
become n1ore safe for victims to disclose 
and for parents to seek help. This has been 
one of the most important and dramatic 
shifts in our community: a recognition that 
disclosure and obtaining treatment is more 
important than living secretly with shame 
and guilt. More mental health professionals 
are developing a specialty in this area. At 
virtually every work,hop my colleagues 
or I give on prevention of and safety from 
abuse throughout the United States and 
Israel, at least one adolescent or adult will 
privately share with us the experience of 
having been molested. That several roshei 
yeshivoshave spoken publicly and encour
aged victims and parents to seek help has 
been an enormous catalyst towards a com
munal attitude change. The most recent 

Advance your career • Earn more money • Stand out from the competition • Improve your teaching skills 

Attention: TEACHERS 
EARN YOUR 

MA In Education: Curriculum and Instruction 

Computer program offered by 
Maalot Los Angeles and California State University 

' Open only to Frum Women lnternoliono!ly 

'"Flexible course load - Study ct your own pace 

· Study any time convenient to you 

• Course designed around Jewish Calendar 

~ Flexible course selection 

•Final Thesis and Preparation course reflect your special interest 

~ A fraction of the cos1 of other Master programs 

Due to the overwhelming response, we are offering a sixth cohort. 
Register by January 30th to get your early registration discount for March. 

Ask about Free T uilion for eligible Los Angeles teachers. Graduate students eligible for Feder of Funds. 

www.csub.edu/regional/maolot.hlml 
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letter by the Vaad HaRabonim - Rabbinical 
Council of Greater Baltimore (Abuse in our 
Community-April 11, 2007) should act as 
a precedent for other communities to issue 
similar letters. 

That most perpetrators do not go 
to jail is not a Jewish phenomenon. 
Former Westchester District Attorney 
Jeanine Pirro was noted for her aggres
sive pursuit of pedophiles. In six years 
of sting operations, 1999-2005, she suc
ceeded in having 111 men arrested with a 
100% conviction rate. The overwhelming 
majority received probation, with only 
eight perpetrators sentenced to jail (The 
New York Times, Oct.13, '06). 

The shame and guilt of our com
munities that prevent our children and 
families from reporting these crimes to 
the authorities also protect the perpetra
tor. He is impervious to the community's 
concern. A public discourse involving 
education and awareness; vigilance by 
principals, educators, youth and camp 
directors; derashos by rabbanim - all 
serve to inculcate a zero tolerance mind-
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set into our community and inoculate 
our children. It goes without saying, 
we need a system to protect children by 
preventing mechanchim and other edu
cators whose harm to children has been 
substantiated from doing more harm 
when they move to another school. 

Several batei din have been established 
in major Jewish conununities across the 
country to deal specifically with allega
tions of child and adolescent molestation. 
These batei din rely on the advice of men
tal health professionals who may be asked 
to interview the victim(s)/survivor(s), 
evaluate the alleged perpetrator, and rec
ommend appropriate treatment. Professor 
Aaron Twerski and I have been privileged 
to n1eet with numerous rabbanim in the 
establishment of batei din. 

It is most important to keep the perpe
trators in the community under a watchful 
eye- notto push them out so that they can 
move to another community or another 
city and continue their horrible acts. A 
perpetrator who discloses his wrongdoing, 
who actively participates in treatment, and 

who remains under watchful supervision 
in the community has the best chance of 
not re-offending. If chas vechallila he does 
re-offend, his treatment and supervision 
may limit the number of victims and the 
severity of the offense by detecting the 
new offenses sooner. 

RABBINICAL GUIDANCE 

M y colleagues and I at OHEL 
have been led by a Board of 
Directors whose vision and 

sense of communal responsibility have 
enabled us to speak publicly and develop 
services in this sensitive area. Ohel has 
been fortunate to have Rabbi Dovid 
Cohen N"1''71l' as our mara de' asra. 
Our ability to speak with gedolei Torah 
throughout the country provides had
racha and strength. This has enabled us 
to provide consultations to rabbanim, 
principals, yeshivos, day schools, and 
community groups. 

When asked if I'm frustrated by all 
that isn't accomplished by the glacier 
progress in this area, I respond that it 
took 5700 years to come to this point. 
We have to concentrate on tomorrow, 
not on yesterday. As my colleague Hillel 
Sternstein points out, discussions on 
child molestation have moved from 
private midnight talks to daylight semi
nars that are open to the community. 
Yet, we can not dwell on or be satisfied 
with accomplishments. Children are 
being hurt every day. We must respond 
to them and prevent tomorrow's child 
from being hurt. 

The best way to stop perpetrators is 
by teaching children and encouraging a 
greater openness in the con11nunity, as 
has begun. Perpetrators who know that 
parents, principals, rabbanim and the 
community will confront them are less 
likely to hurt children. If a perpetrator 
realizes that children know that they 
can report an incident without being 
fearful, shamed, or stigmatized, that 

1 may stop a perpetrator from hurting 
the next child. 

I 

I
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It is now time to have these discus-
sions with our children. Today. And in I 
the future. IJ;l I 

-----------~ 



THE HIDDEN HAND 
Uncovering Divine Proviclencfi. 
in maiar events of the 20th century 

BY YAAKOV ASTOR 

Did you know ... 
.. . that on D-Day - the decisive day of bottfe in World: War fl-:' Hider averS/epl~ 
... that a few stray bombs led lo Germany's defeafin the Battfe of Britain? 

... that the Watergate scandal saved lsraer durfng !he Yom Kippur War? 

... that a misstatement by a government offidal caused the co!faps·e of the Berlltr·Wi:il!? 

These and many other bizarre "coincidences11 Of history are !he subject of !his. book. 

RABBI MOSHe MEIR 
WEISS ON THE 
YAMIM NORAIM 
The Yamim Noraim are fast approaching, 
and every!hing hangs in the balance 
-your fomify, your livelihood, your 
health, even your life. As with any critical 
endeavor, fa succeed you need to frnd 
yourself a guide. 

Rabbi Moshe· Me fr Weiss -whose. doi~ 
and week~ shiurim inspire and insfrucf 
fens of thousands of Jews worfdwide 
- c:On be that guide. In this boo_k, Rabbi. 
Weiss offers pricefess wisdorii to help 
yolf approach_ the- Yanjim Noralm in the 
right ftame of mind and-with the propE!r 
preparations: With so llJUCh ({ding on it, 
you simply liave to read this book. 

REWARD MILES 
TO HEAVEN 
How to instantly upgrade 
the mitzvos you do 
By Rabb; Shlomo Schwartz 

Do you realize how many milzvoh 
opportunities pass you by on a daify basis? 
Simple, everyday activities like calling a 
friend, eating lunch, paying a bilt, 
driving to work or going shopping 
could actually fuffilf numerous milzvos. 

AU IT TAKES IS A FLASH 
OF AWARENESS. 

This book explains ii a!f in thirty brief 
daily lessons. It Focuses on the mif%vos 
that are so commonplace !hey' re just there 
for the toking. So don't wait another 
minute, because os soon as you begin 
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE MEDIA 

The New York Times Sunday Magazine (July 22, '07) 
featured a lengthy article by Harvard Law Professor 
Noah Feldman, faulting Boston's Maimonides Hebrew 
Day School, which he had attended through high school 
graduation, for not living up to its Modern Orthodox 
credo. Instead of applying the concept of embracing 
the "best" of Jewish culture and the richness of 
worldly experiences and insights, the school, he 
claims, publicly rejected his intermarriage with a 
Korean-American fellow professor. This was obvious 
to Feldman, since the school refused to acknowledge 
his marriage and the subsequent birth of two children 
in its alumni Mazal Tov bulletins. He strongly implied 

that the school deliberately cropped him and his gentile 
companion from a class reunion photo. This accusation 
- subsequently proven false - was his opening salvo. 
He bolstered this accusation in his Times article with 
a catalogue of alleged inconsistencies in the Modern 
Orthodox world - a combination of distortions, 
misinterpretations and old-fashioned kvetching-which 
triggered a panic attack in certain Orthodox quarters, 
for reasons justifiable and otherwise. 

r 

We are presenting comments on the article and the 
responses it inspired, written by Rabbi Chaim Dovid 
Zwiebel, Executive Vice President for Government and 
Public Affairs for Agudath Israel of America. - N. W. 

The Professor's Challenge to Modern onhodoxv 

Professor Noah Feldman's recent 
New York Times Magazine essay, 
"Orthodox Paradox," is designed 

as an expose of what the professor sees 
as the decidedly un-modern core of 
Modern Orthodoxy. 

How can a religious movement claim 
the mantle of "modernity;' Professor 
Feldman wonders, if it insists on Jewish 
particularity? The professor cites numer
ous examples of "Modern Orthodoxy's 
line-drawing": its harshly intolerant 
attitude toward intermarriage (includ
ing his own); its adherence to the laws 
of kashrus, which "are designed to dif
ferentiate and distance the observant 
person from the rest of the world"; its 
recognition that, as a matter of abstract 
halacha) were it not for considerations of 
eiva ("concern for maintaining peaceful 
relations between the Jewish and non
Jewish communities"), chillul Shabbos 
would be permitted to save the life of a 
Jew, but not that of a non-Jew; its teach
ing that Amaleik-style anti-Semitism 
is an eternal bechol dor vador omdim 
aleinu lechaloseinu historical fact, a 
doctrine whose logical conclusion the 
professor sees in Dr. Baruch Goldstein's 
Purim-day massacre of 29 Palestinian 
worshippers in the Me' oras Hamachpeila 

thirteen years ago. 
Moreover, Professor Feldman con

tinues, how can a religious movement 
be "modern" if its practitioners wear 
strange garments, if it insists on strict 
physical separation between the genders, 
if-despite its lip service to the compat
ibility of Torah and science - it refuses 
to come to terms with the apparent 
anti-Genesis implications of the theory 
of evolution? 

BLISSFUL CONTRADICTORY 

DISHARMONY 

P
aradoxically, the most significant 
lesson Professor Feldman took 
away from the twelve years he 

spent at the Maimonides Hebrew Day 
School of Brookline, Mass. seems to 
be that there is no way to truly recon
cile modernity with Orthodoxy - and 
that yet the two can somehow coexist. 
Modern Orthodoxy, as the professor 
sees it, is "the desire to inhabit multiple 
worlds simultaneously and to defy con
tradiction with coexistence." He sees a 
direct link between "the contradictory 
world from which we sprang" and "the 
contradictory life we actually live." It is 

this imagined link that enables him to 
marry a Gentile woman and "still have 
my own inward sense of unalienated 
connection to my past." 

Professor Feldman's profound disap
pointment that the Maimonides School 
refuses to acknowledge the personal 
choices he has made in his own life -
most notably, his decision to marry out 
of the faith - is thus more than simply 
the angst of a spurned alumnus. It 
reflects his sense that he remains a true 
son of Maimonides notwithstanding 
his intermarriage - indeed, that the 
blending of Jewish and non-Jewish in 
his marriage was entirely consistent 
with, if not a logical byproduct of, the 
blending of Jewish and non-Jewish at 
his alma mater. "The 12 years I spent at 
a yeshiva high school made me who I 
am;' he writes. "Now the school doesn't 
acknowledge who I've become." 

Pundits have described Professor 
Feldman's essay as a challenge to 
Modern Orthodoxy - as indeed it is. 
But the main challenge is not, as these 
critics would have it, that the Modern 
Orthodox world needs to reevaluate 
its ostracism of the intermarried, or to 

"addr.= ••~;· • ""' ~lomo;,, po• le I 
"the fact of Jewish particularity:' 
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The main challenge for Modern 
Orthodoxy, rather, is to clarify that 
modernity is not a legitimate end in 
and of itself, that the first word in 
the "Modern Orthodoxy" formula
tion is only an adjective, subservi
ent to the noun that is the second 
word. If Professor Feldman is right 
that Modern Orthodox schools like 
Maimonides are conveying the les
son that modernity can co-exist in 
blissful contradictory disharmony 
with Orthodoxy, and that students 
are ultimately expected to pick their 
way through the contradictions as 
they deem appropriate, then there is 
something fundamentally flawed in 
the lesson plan that requires urgent 
attention. 

Some of the reactions that the 
Feldman article elicited from prominent 
personalities in the Modern Orthodox 
community did commendably empha
size the non-negotiable and non-com
promisable nature of Orthodox belief 
and practice. And the Maimonides 
school itself deserves credit for refusing 
to publicize Professor Feldman's fam
ily milestones in its alumni newsletter, 
notwithstanding the professor's promi
nence, thereby making clear that inter
marriage and the siring of non-Jewish 
offspring can never be cause for Jewish 
celebration. Byal! accounts, most gradu
ates of Maimonidies and other Modern 
Orthodox schools do lead their lives as 
shomrei Torah umitzvos; somehow, they 
did not emerge from their educational 
experience with the same life lessons as 
Professor Feldman. 

Yet, some of the responses from 
Modern Orthodox circles to the Feldman 

T H E JEWISH OBSERVER 

EVOLVING SENSITIVITIES VS. 

ETERNAL TRUTHS 

Most troubling of all, perhaps, 
is the comment of one promi
nent Modern Orthodox rab

binical leader responding to Professor 
Feldman's point about chillul Shabbos 
to save a Jewish life as opposed to a 11011-

Jewish life. Rather than paraphrase the 
comment, which was published as part 
of an otherwise commendable open 
letter to Professor Feldman, I will quote 
it in its entirety: 

You refer in anger to the Talmudic view 
on ivhether a Jewish doctor may violate 
the Sabbath laws in order to save the 
life of a non-Jew. You are critical of the 
Sages of the Talmud who permitted such 
violations of laws of the Sabbath because 
of concern for maintaining peaceful rela
tions between the Jewish and non-Jewish 
communities. You suggest that, on the 
one hand, it is an "instance of laudable 
universalism," but, on the other, it is "an 
example of outrageously particularist 
religious thinking." 

Surely you, as a distinguished aca-

Yeshivah Gedo/ah of Midwood believes that a bochur who 
truly wants that opportunity deserves one!! 

Yeshiva Gedolah of Midwood has a dedicated and talented staff with a proven track record of 
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. demic lawyer, must have come across 

instances in which a precedent that was 
I once valid has, in the course of time, 

I
' proved morally objectionable, as a result 

of which it was amended, so that the law 
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1 remains "on the books" as a juridical 
, foundation, while it becomes effectively 
[ inoperative through legal analysis and 

I 
moral argument. Why, then, can you 
not be as generous to Jewish law, and 

I
' appreciate that certain biblical laws are 

I 
unenforceable in practical terms, because 
all legal systems - including Jewish law 

: - do not simply dump their axiomatic 
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bases but develop them. Why not admire the Talmudic and post-Talmudic rab-
scholars of Jewish law who use various bis to protect the sacred Shabbat laws, 
legal technicalities to preserve the text and by appropriate halachic legislation 
of the original law in its essence, and enable us to live without violating our 
yet make sure that appropriate changes moral conscience. 
would be made in accordance with new Readers may draw their own con-
moral sensitivities? Plato - as well as clusions, but to this reader's eyes, these 
Maimonides - taught us that every law words are shocking, and heartbreak-
rnust leave some who are thereby dis- ing. It would appear that their author 
advantaged, that it is in the nature of is of the view that Torah and halacha 
law to serve the corn111unity even when evolve over tin1e - presumably, to a 
individuals are injured. We then must higher plane - based on "new moral 
seek ivays to ameliorate the situation as sensitivities." Modernity, in other words, 
best we can. This is a legitimate way for ultimately determines the substance of 

You and your family will benefir from the 
many articles of information and inspira
tion that they cannot get anywhere else. 

Of course1 this offer is unconditionally 
guaranteed; you may cancel at any time 
and receive a full refund for all undeliv
ered copies, no questions asked. 

So order today, and the very next issue will 
be on its way to you as soon as possible. 

Orthodoxy. The adjective and the noun 
have switched places. 

Does this rabbi not foresee that the 
day may soon arrive - unfortunately, it 
does not seem far off - when prevailing 
moral sensitivities will regard the hala
chic prohibition against intermarriage 
(among many others) as something 
that is "morally objectionable;' so much 
so as to require "appropriate halachic 
legislation" that "enables us to live with
out violating our n1oral conscience"? 
Professor Feldman would obviously 
welcome that day. 

Adjusting - i.e., "in1proving" - the 
Torah to n1eet perceived new n1oral 
sensitivities or other n1anifcstations 
of modernity is the stock in trade of 
the non-Orthodox 1nove1ncnts. It has 
no place within Orthodoxy. Perhaps 
the author of this open letter felt that 
he needed to write as he did for the 
benefit of the non-Jewish reader who 
n1ight stumble across his words - an 
exa1nple of the eiva principle in opera
tion - but in introducing his theory of 
halachic n1oral evolution, he surely \Vas 

cJfi't'dwER Subscription Discount Certificate 
!· articulating the view of norn1ative 
. ah Judaism. 
Professor Feldman has indeed posed 

a challenge to Modern Orthodoxy. How 
the Modern Orthodox community 
responds may well ultimately deter-
1nine \Vhether Modern Orthodoxy v-rill 
continue to exist as a faithful T'orah 
1novcn1ent altogether - or \•vhethcr, 
chas veshalon1\ it will go the vvay so 
n1any other well-1ncaning but ulti
mately destructive n1oven1ents have 
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RABBI SHLOMO LORINCZ 

PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION BY YONOSON ROSENBLUM 

Nothing but 
f! ru 
Rabbi Lorincz represented Agudath Israel in the Israeli 
Knesset from 1951-1984, during which time he was an 
intimate of a number of Torah luminaries of the past 
half century. This article, part of an ongoing series based 
on the extensive notes that he kept on all his meetings, 
focuses on his relationship with the Brisker Rav, Rabbi 
Yitzchok Ze'ev Halevi Soloveitchik ?··-sr(niftar 1959). 

ENCOUNTER WITH TRUTH ... 

IN BRISK 

T

he essence of Brisker derech of 
learning, as put forth by Rabbi 
Chai1n Soloveitchik, and his son, 

Reh Yitzchok Ze'ev, is the uncompro
mising pursuit of truth. This approach 
did not manifest itself only in learn
ing. The Brisker Rav exemplified com
plete truth in everything he did. Rabbi 
Chaim Ozer Grodzenski testified that 
the Brisker Rav was the ish emes (man 
of truth) of the generation. 

One of the heads of Religious 
Zionism once traveled throughout 
Poland and Lithuania to meet impor
tant rabbis, and update them on events 
in Eretz Yisrael. When he came to Brisk, 
the Brisker Rav refused to see him. 
The man asked someone close to the 
Rav, "I don't understand. I just came 
from Vilna, where Rabbi Chaim Ozer 
Grodzenski received me very pleasantly. 
If I'm 'kosher' enough for Reb Chaim 

Ozer, why am l not good enough for the 
Brisker Rav?" 

The one to whom the question was 
directed went to the Brisker Rav and 
asked, "Why does the Rav shun this 
man when Reb Chaim Ozer treated 
him respectfully? Won't it cause him to 
come to negative conclusions about the 
Chareidi comn1unity?" 

of truth in our generation, and that 
is the Brisker Rav. He is comprised of 
nothing but truth. How can you com
plain against him?" 

"THE BRISKER RAV WON'T 

SIGN IT" 

"Believe me:' said the Brisker Rav, The Brisker Rav's herculean 
"this man is far more unacceptable to efforts in fighting the Israeli 
Reb Chaim Ozer than he is to me .... " draft of women are well known. 

Everyone was surprised at the Rav's He viewed the decree as a matter of 
words and \Vaited for his explanation. "yeihareigve'al ya'avor" (one must allow 
"Reb Chaim Ozer received him because himself to be killed rather than trans-
he was afraid that ifhe didn't, this person gress), and he even participated in a 
would take action against the Chareidi den1onstration against Sheirut Le'un1i 
community in Eretz Yisroel. But l don't (workforce conscription of girls). It was 
entertain such harsh suspicions; l don't the only time that he participated in 
believe that my refusal will cause him such a demonstration. Nevertheless, he 
to take such drastic action. I actually would not sign a letter containing a hint 
hold him in higher regard than does of flattery to Prime Minister David Ben 
Reh Chaim Ozer." Gurion, the law's chief sponsor. 

On the man's way back, he again Even after the famous meeting 
passed through Vilna and requested between the Chazon !sh and Ben-
another meeting with Reb Chaim Ozer, Gurion, the latter did not immediately 

RABBI ROSENBLUM, WHO LIVES IN JERL'SALEM, IS 

ACONTRrBliTING roonoR-ro THEJF.w1su onsERVFR. and his request was granted. He com- rescind the law. The Chazon Ish asked 
i nc is Acso D1REcToR oF THE lsRAEJ.I n1v1s10N oF plained to Reb Chain1 Ozer that the me what else I thought could be done. 
j AM EcuAn. Tl!E AGunArH !sR.'\Et.-1NsP1RED Eot;c,,- Brisker Rav had refused to see him. Reb I suggested that he draft a letter to Ben-
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Rav," !'answered. Brisker Rav, he nodded in assent. - ' was very difficult to persuade in a face· 
to-face conversation. He liked to win 
any argument, and therefore found it 
difficult to listen to opposing points 
of view. I knew, however, that he paid 
n1uch greater attention to written docu
ments, and suggested that a letter might 
have a greater influence upon him than 
a personal conversation. 

"! can only partially accept your The letter was indeed sent with the 
suggestions," replied the Chazon !sh."! sole signature of the Chazon !sh. A few 
will sign, hut we are not going to ask years after the Chazon Isb's passing, I 
the Brisker Rav:' asked Yitzchak Navon (Ben-Gurion's 

"Why?" personal secretary and later president 
"Because a letter of this nature must of Israel) for the letter, and showed 

have at least a trace of flattery. Since the it to a number of prominent talmidei 
Brisker Rav is a man of complete truth, chachamim. Not one of them found 

The Chazon !sh asked, "Who should 
sign the letter?" 

he will never sign a letter that is tainted the letter to have even the slightest hint 
with flattery:' of flattery. 

"The Chazon !sh and the Brisker When I shared this exchange with the When I showed the letter to Rabbi 
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Yoseif Dov Soloveitchik, the Brisker 
Rav's son, however, he pointed to one 
sentence: "I believe that the Prime 
Minister shares the great ideal of free 
conscience-ifhe understood the extent 
to which the mandatory draft for girls 
represents an affront to both the indi· 
vidual and the collective conscience [of 
the Torah world], his heart would give 
him no rest." 

Rabbi YoseifDov said, "That sentence 
contains some semblance of flattery. 
There is no reason for us to judge Ben· 
Gurion favorably, as if had he known 
that he was trampling on the conscience 
of religious Jews, he would not have 
proposed Sheirut Le'umi." 

"THE ONLY PLACE OF TRUTH 

IN THE WORLD" 

A
fter Ben-Gurion met with the 
Chazon !sh, I was asked to sched · 
ule a meeting for him with the 

Brisker Rav as well. But the Brisker Rav 
refused, for reasons he preferred to keep 
to himself. Later on, I heard that those 
who were close to the Chazon !sh asked 
him to explain why the Brisker Rav was 
not willing to meet Ben-Gurion while 
he did. Replied the Chazon !sh, "That 
!i.e., Brisk] is the only place in the world 
where absolute truth reigns. And you 
want to destroy it, too?" 

There were those in Jerusalem 
who opposed the Chazon !sh meet-
ing with Ben-Gurion over the issue 

I 845·356·8000 
' 2 Bartlett Rd. • Monsey, NY 10952 

of Sheirut Le'umi for girls. They 
feared that the meeting might have 
unfortunate results. They went to [ 
the Brisker Rav to seek his assista:Jnce ' 
in having the proposed meeting 
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cancelled. The Brisker Rav answered 
them, "He is greater than all of us in 
yiras Shamayim and wisdom." 

THE JEWISH OBSERVER 

is completely different. Of course, 
the gardener knew how beautiful the 
garden was. But as the one respon
sible for it, he paid close attention to 
everything that was not as it should 
be so that he could correct it. 

the dining room. On the way, the 
Brisker Rav told me, "I am inviting 
you to the Sheva Berachos, but please 
be aware that I won't be able to 
honor you with one of the berachos 
because I am obligated to honor a 
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In truth, the Brisker Rav himself 
did not think the meeting with Ben
Gurion was a good idea. But when 
he heard that kanna'im (zealots) of 
Jerusalem were prepared to publicize 
their opposition to the meeting, the 
Brisker Rav responded angrily, and 
even warned them that if they were 
to brazenly criticize the Chazon 
!sh, he would be forced to leave 
Jerusalem. The Chazon lsh commented: I 

"l NEVER WORRY MORE THAN 
Is ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY" 

"Brisk is the only place in the [ 
world where absolute truth reigns. I 
And you want to destroy it, too?" I .

5 
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forgiveness. He had felt that the I 
Rav was being overly suspicious 1· 

about a certain issue, but events had . 
proved the Rav's fears to be justified on I 
every count. The Brisker Rav told him, 'I 

"You should know that not once did AN INVITATION TO BE certain member of the family:' 
my suspicions turn out to be baseless. I Ho No RED "It didn't even occur to me that I I 
never worry more than I am absolutely ................. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . should be honored with a beracha," 

1
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obligated to!" Rabbi Moshe Shmuel Shapira ';··l/T I answered. 
The Brisker Rav once noted that his told the following story: "Nevertheless, I am obligated to 1' 

criticism of a project or person should One of the Sheva Berachosfor tell you that the invitation is only for 
not be understood as indicating a gener- the Brisker Rav's youngest son, Reb the seuda, and does not include any l,'ll 

ally negative attitude toward that person Meir, was held at the Wagschal Hotel honors;' the Brisker Rav replied. 
or project. He explained his words by in Bnei Brak. I spent time with the The Brisker Rav felt that inviting 
way of a parable: Rav in his room, and when it came Rabbi Shapira to the Sheva Berachos 

Once there was a beautiful gar- time for the meal, I escorted him to without mentioning specifically that the I 
den, so beautiful that people came 
from far and wide to walk in the · d I 
garden and marvel at its splendor. JwO 'SIOrt b00kS Unde Moishy, De i I/. 

They couldn't stop raving about Avrohom Fried, , 
it, from its stunning flowers to its Just One Remarkable Story and other leading 

and 
kaleidoscopic colors. Stories "R" Us Jewish entertainers I 

One person, however, always had are available 1· 

something negative to say about For more information 
the garden. Whether it was a flower Rabbig@sakar.com to visit I 

that drooped, a tree that withered, 718.948.2548 seriously ill r' 
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invitation did not include any honors, 
would be tantamount to inviting so1ne
one to a meal and then not serving him 
any food. 

FINAL REMINDER 

The Brisker Rav's conclusions were 
often at odds with the consensus. 
He once asked me, "Which of 

the following scenarios would cause 
me more grief: a young person who was 
struck and killed by a car while crossing 
the street, or an old man who passed 

Can a Life-Coach 
help you realize 
your dreams? 

SEPTEMBER 2 0 0 7 

away peacefully in his sleep?" Certainly 
the former would have a greater impact 
- or at least, almost everyone would say 
so. Yet, the Brisker Rav explained that 
it is not so. 

"In the first case - that of a young 
person killed in a car accident - people 
are less impressed, and the incident 
doesn't have much impact .upon them," 
he said, ((because it is an unusual occur
rence. People feel, 'That won't happen to 
me: But the case of the elderly person 
who passes away in his bed should have 
a deep impact on every single one of us, 
because we know that one day, it will 
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happen to us, as well." 

DoN'T GIVE UP 

P
ersistence and single-1nindedness 
were among the Brisker Rav's 
most outstanding traits. When he 

took something upon himself, nothing 
in the world could stop him from car
rying it out. He did not take any natural 
obstacles into account. Even if logic 
seemed to dictate giving up, he paid 
no attention and kept on going. He saw 
nothing but the mission he had set out 
to accomplish, and trusted Hashem to 
help him see it through. 

The Brisker Rav told me the follow
ing story in 1953, in the midst of the 
campaign against tnandatory service 
for girls. It was a long, hard battle. The 
gedolei hador - including the Brisker 
Rav - called for a mass demonstration 
the likes of which Jerusalem had never 
seen. The Brisker Rav, the Belzer Rebbe, 
the Gerrer Rebbe and the Tchebiner Rav 
all participated, despite the fact that they 
had never before taken part in rallies or 
demonstrations. Nevertheless, the law 
was passed. When I went to the Brisker 
Rav to inform him of the bad news, 
he asked me if there was anything that 
could still be done to reverse the edict. 
I told him that there was nothing left to 
do. We had done everything we could, 
both in Israel and abroad. 

"Chazal tell us;' said the Brisker 
Rav, '"Even if a sharp sword is placed 
against a person's neck, he should not 
despair of Hashem's mercy' (Berachos 
!Oa). That means, even if the blade is 
actually placed upon his neck." 

The Brisker Rav saw that I didn't 
understand his point. "I'll explain what 
I mean with an incident that happened 
when I was rav in Brisk." 

Just before Rosh Hashana, the 
gabba'im of the Great Synagogue in 

D W Brisk decided that the shul's choir 
evorah Weiss, M.S. . should henceforth stand in the bal-

Certified Parent-Teen Coach cony. It was too late for the Brisker 
Author: "My Son on the Rebound" JO Jan. 06 Rav to call the gabba'im together to 

stop them. At the same time, he was 
FREE CONFIDENTIAL INITIAL PHONE CONSULTATION determined not to allow the choir 
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with whether it was forbidden for Ma a~-- w chulmlOWYa"hnl;,, .. 'r 
the choir to stand in the balcony. 

, He understood that the gabba'im CTACC I 
I were motivated by a desire to imi- I 
·1 tate the more modern, ''progressive" , 

synagogues. I 

I
I The choir members took their (718) 972-4003 .. 1 

places in the balcony, as per the 
I gabba'im'sinstructions. "I knew that :"P.,~- ! 

I 
the gabba'im were not going to listen .,b=ft' I 

I 
to me:' the Brisker Rav said, "so I I 
went up to the balcony and spoke Specializing in small batim for a perfect fit. I 

/ directly to the members of the choir. . 
/ 'Go back down!' I said to them. [ 

I 
'Under no circumstances will you 

1

! 
sing here.' The members of the choir 

~~~~~ 1· 

they obeyed me immediately, and 
went back to their regular places. 

1

1 

"After they descended, the 
gabba'im commanded them to go • 
back up, which they did. I again went I 
up to the balcony and told them to I 
go down. This scenario repeated .I! 

itself a number of times, with the 
choir and I going up and down, up 
and down. 

"I wondered: How many times 
could I repeat this exercise in futil
ity? I decided that as long as I had 
the physical strength to walk up to 
the balcony, I would do so. After a 
number of times, I didn't have the 
stamina to continue, so I went up 

and berated the members of the h h ~ h 
~~~~~:n:s~~:~~~;~~~~~;~b~:~: Recovery_ t roug ora r_ I [ :_·, .11 

ordered them back up. 

th:~~~:~~;:i:~~~~:::~:~~:~! .6.101.AH P.61H 16· 12"'11· 
women, including the wives of the ., •• ~'i\."1'1· •'I' ;'f D .•. 7~1l.f, A 'li\,'li\)>-
gabba'im, began to cry out, 'What a ,, ___ -_ ,<;J-~~t:''f: '»-:' __ :_"':-_.::: fl'-- --___ \QIJI--, .tl-ug- ___ -~; 
chutzpah to the Rav!' 

"What I was unable to do alone," 
concluded the Rav, "the cries of the 
women did for me. The choir stayed 
downstairs." 

Internet, alcohol, drugs gambling 
(including stock "trading") food, 
work, shopping. 

When the Rav finished his story, he 
turned to me and said, "You would most Confidential I anonymous phone appointments I 
likely have given up in such a situation Clients are assigned a code number; names are never divulged. I 
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I acted in accordance with the words 
of Chazal: 'Even if a sword is actually 
resting upon a person's neck, he should 
not despair of Hashem's mercy: One may 
not give up! Salvation does not come 
naturally. If one does whatever he can 
and stretches his strength to its limits, 
then Hashem will save him. I say that 
you should continue to do whatever 
you can do, even if logically, it seems 
to be futile. In the end, the law will be 
annulled." 

We did indeed continue the fight 
against mandatory army service for girls, 
and the law never went into effect. 

These words of the Brisker Rav 

if he were to be found guilty, he would 
be put to death. The Brisker Rav did 
everything possible to save this Jew. He 
raised money, hired the best lawyers 
available, and told everyone with politi
cal connections to use their influence to 
prevent imposition of the death penalty. 
But all of his efforts failed. The Jew 
was found guilty and was sentenced to 
death. The Brisker Rav instructed his 
followers to continue trying to persuade 
the government officials to reverse the 
sentence - but all for naught. 

According to Polish law, the death 
penalty could not be carried out until 
the communal rabbi (or, in the case of a 

The Brisker Rav was known for his 
extreme consistency. But he also had 

a big heart, and was unable to remain 
stoic in the face of tears. 

served as a crucial lesson in public 
activism. Until then, I thought that 
the obligation of hishtadlus (making a 
reasonable effort) only applied as long 
as there was logical hope for success. 
But once the goal no longer see1ned 
obtainable, there was no reason to keep 
trying. I learned from the Brisker Rav 
that one must do everything possible, 
no matter what. 

EVEN IF A SWORD Is 
ACTUALLY RESTING AGAINST 
ONE'S NECK 

The Brisker Rav told me another 
story proving that und~r no cir
cumstances may one give up. 

In 1919, towards the end of World 
War I, a Je'v from Brisk was put on 
trial for espionage. It was obvious that 

Christian, the priest) said Vidui (confes
sional prayer) with the condemned man. 
Although it was only a legal formality, 
the authorities would not carry out the 
sentence until the rabbi had discharged 
his duties. As the rav of Brisk, the Rav 
therefore had to say Vidui with that Jew 
who had been condemned to death. But 
he refused. "I will never do anything to 
aid and abet the killing of a fellow Jew!" 
the Brisker Rav declared. 

The Rav's followers argued that it was 
futile for the Rav to object. If he didn't 
go of his own free will, the authori
ties would force him to do so. But the 
Brisker Rav would not budge. "I will 
never agree to go," he said adamantly. 

The death penalty was to be carried 
out on either Rosh Hashana or Shabbos 
Shuva (I no longer remember which). 
The Brisker Rav stood davening in shul 
when someone approached him and 

~ 
said that the authorities had come to 
take him to say Vidui with the Jewish 
prisoner prior to the execution. The 
Rav motioned with his hands, as if 
to say that he could not interrupt his 
prayers. (Halachically, he was permitted 
to stop, but he pretended that it was 
forbidden.) 

Messengers took the authorities aside 
and explained the laws of Shemoneh 
Esrei to them, and that the Rav could not 
interrupt this most important prayer. 
The officials waited fifteen minutes, 
thirty minutes, an hour, two hours. 
Eventually, they lost their patience and 
began to yell. They warned the gabba'im 
that if the Brisker Rav did not come 
out at once, they would arrest him on 
charges of interfering with the war 
effort, which was a serious offense. 

The Brisker Rav refused to budge. He 
continued motioning with his hands as 
though he were not allowed to speak. 
This went on for hours, until the con
gregants came to the conclusion that 
the Brisker Rav was not going to go 
with the authorities, regardless of the 
consequences. Under no circumstances 
was he prepared to do anything that 
would assist the authorities in executing 
a fellow Jew. 

It became clear that the officials were 
going to arrest the Brisker Rav. As a 
result, the gabba'im came up with a plan. 
They told the officials that there was 
another rabbi in the community who 
could substitute for Rabbi Soloveitchik, 
pointing to an elderly Jew. The elderly 
Jew was forced to go with the officials. 
He recited Vidui with the accused, who 
was then executed immediately. 

A few minutes later, a special messen
ger arrived from Warsaw. He had been 
sent to inform the community that the 
Jew's sentence was a mistake, and the 
death penalty had been repealed. 

The Brisker Rav had again fulfilled 
Chazal's dictum of not giving up, even 
if a sword is actually poised at one's 
neck. On the face of it, his actions were 
utterly pointless. How long can one 
"daven Shemoneh Esrd'? How long 
could the Rav have stalled the officials, 
who were waiting at the entrance to the 
shul? Eventually, they would have forced 
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him to come with them and fulfill his 
duty to say Vidui with the condemned 
Jew. What was the point of delaying the 
inevitable by three or four hours? 

The point was that if Chazal said that 
one must not give up even if a sword 
is pushed up against one's neck, then 
one is obligated to fulfill their words, 
even if there is no hope left. The Brisker 
Rav's "illogical" actions could have saved 
that Jew's life; he was put to death only 
because of the "logical" actions of those 
who had little faith and no understand
ing of the deeper meaning of Chazal's 
words. 

NOT JUST CRITICISM 

T he following story occurred dur
ing the campaign against Heichal 
Shlomo. There was an influential 

American Jew who was about to donate 
a sizable amount of money to complete 
the building. The Brisker Rav, who 
fought against the planned "worldwide 
center of Judaism" with every weapon 
in his arsenal, asked me to prevail upon 
the wealthy American Jew to withhold 
his contribution. 

I approached him, and told him that I 
bore a message from the Brisker Rav. But 
as soon as he heard the words "Brisker 
Rav," he said, «1 refuse to accept any 
message from that rabbi. He is a nasty, 
negative person who rejects everyone, 
and does nothing but criticize other 
people." 

"You don't have to listen to the mes
sage," I replied, "but there's something 
that I would like to tell you about the 
Brisker Rav." 

The man agreed to listen. 
"VVhen the Rav served as the Rav 

of Brisk, there were certain children 
whose fathers' identities were unknown 
and whose mothers were unable to 
raise them. No one wanted to assume 
responsibility for these children. What 
did the poor mothers do? They knew 
that they had one address to turn to: 
the Brisker Rav. 

"These mothers would come in the 
middle of the night and place their 
children on the Brisker Rav's doorstep. 

When 1norning came and the Rav 
found a crying child outside his door, 
he brought him inside. The Rav then 
took upon himself the task of finding 
someone to take care of the child. If he 
was unsuccessful, then he himself took 
care of all the child's needs:' 

The man was astounded. "If that's the 
case1 then I must admit that my assess
ment was wrong. I would like to hear 
what the Rav requests of me:' 

I then proceeded to explain the 
Brisker Rav's objection to Heichal 
Shlomo, and that he had sent me to 
ask this gentleman to refrain from 

contributing to this cause. "You came 
at the right ti1ne," he answered. "I was 
going to transfer the money within the 
next few days. I will give instructions to 
cancel the transfer." 

I later told the Brisker Rav about the 
conversation, and he enjoyed the way in 
which the man had been convinced. 

WHY CANCEL THE MEETING? 
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city's slaughterhouse. The municipality 
charged a tax for every animal that was 
slaughtered, and this law enabled it to 
keep track of the number of animals 
brought for slaughter. Certain butchers 
wanted to avoid this tax, and so they 

asked the shochtim to come to their 
barns and slaughter the animals there. 
The Brisker Rav greatly disapproved of 
this arrangement. He called the shochtim 
to his house for a meeting, where he 
planned to explain the gravity of this 
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violation. ~ 
The shochtim arrived. The Brisker 

Rav entered the room, but did not say a 
word. Ten minutes passed, then twenty, 
but the Rav had still not opened his 
mouth. When those present saw that the 
Rav had no intention of speaking, they 
left his house one by one until they had 
all left. The meeting cancelled itself. 

Afterwards, people came to the 
Brisker Rav with a question, "Why did 
the Rav call a special meeting of the 
shochtim to discuss the illegal slaughter
ing, and then not speakf' 

"I saw that the one shocheit who did 
private shechita for a number of butch
ers had come to the meeting. I preferred 
to cancel the meeting rather than shame 
him in public;' answered the Rav. 

Think about that. The Brisker Rav 
viewed the private slaughter of animals 
as a very serious inatter, to the point 
that he called a special meeting of all 
the shochtim in Brisk. But all of that 
held no weight when it came to the 
possibility of publicly embarrassing 
one shocheit - even though he was the 
very shocheitwho was the source of the 
problem. (Heard from Rabbi Meshulem 
David Soloveitchik) 

THE GATES OF TEARS 

NEVER CLOSE 

The Brisker Rav was known for his 
extreme consistency. But he also 
had a big heart, and was unable 

to remain stoic in the face of tears. 
As a matter of principle, the Brisker 

Rav would not sign letters of endorse-
1nent for institutional fundraisers. Once, 
when I was in the United States, I met 
Rabbi Hanoch Kronzhak. I was sur
prised to see that he held a letter of 
endorsement for his relatively modest 
institution signed by the Brisker Rav. 
When I returned to Israel, I asked the 
Brisker Rav why he had signed Reb 
Hanoch's letter when he had refused 
much larger institutions. The Brisker 
Rav's explanation was concise. "I cannot 
withstand tears. When Reb Hanoch saw 
that his institution was on the verge of 
collapse, he came to me and cried." R!1 
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Mr. & Mrs. Norman Freedman 

<qidfamily 

Bos_ton, 'MA 

InHonoroj 
Cftanah Simon 

ftom 
David.Kohn 
&ffllflily 

Tam}f;;,rp.phics 

i'l:lw ~~nm n:im::i 

Eli and Roeiile'Jeidel 

&F~itiJ'> 

-You are welcoine 
to join our daily 

DvarTorah 
Program 

5epd your email address to 
rnbbiG@sakar.com 

from 

Yaakov & Bryn'a Bender 
and, ,Family 

The Shmuel Dell.laµ~ i'l:llP i10>nnl i'l:l>n:l 

Mr & Mrs. Lawrence S. I 
Bootin & Family I My Family and Friends 

wish one & al! a hap~y & 
healthy, sweet new year 

-----------~--~--~ -----



1r.lrinn1 i:m:>ri n::nv n1~ 

~6 all r~zati~~;andfriends 

Dr. Sheldon Zinn 
Hewlitt, NY 

We wish our family & friends 
and all of~ ??:i 

n:nv i1l:l>:nrn i1::t'n::l 
! n::ri::n t:n'n> rnw 

Mr. & Mrs. &1n]amin Katz 
&Family 

OBSERVER I 
----------~~~; 

"l:.r.-=r. ~:""-' ;"'\l~, I 
t:P)TK Cl;n;J.!) Wtf tftr'TfTN NWN jTK1p? I 

tl1;J11K t:Ji"M JT,"101'1 tt;iW tutr ! 

Nn7'"n1 .tmJ ;i 11 cv 1· 

)T1.lW1 )T1!)1}1J JTO"'I 0 1J"1'J t:JT)'TV Jt,-"l •ti• , 

Wishing You a Happy, Healthy 

and Prosperous New Year 

Yoel C. Goldberg 
President 

Ben Z. Goldberg 
Vice President 

Alan and Lisa 
· Avrohom Yaakov, Rachel Bracha & Sarah Rifka 

Stern 
of Los.Angeles, California 

Wish all of their friends andfamily in 

Los Angeles, New Yot[c, London, 
Milwau.kee and Isrdel 

1r.lrinri1 1:m:>ri n::iiv nw? 
A Happy and Healthy New Year 

1l:lnnn1 1::in::>n n:n" i1l1" 

LaU,1. Office of 
Michael ·Ab~al11$on, Esq. 

Los Angeles, California 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
n::i1v nr.i>:nrn n::i•n::i 

to our family and 
to alt of Klal Yisroel 

lr.ll'IMl'll l::iri:>l'l i1:ll1' i1l~ 
to !he Jewish Obseroer family 

and to Klal.Yisroel 

1r.lrinn1 1::iri:>ri n::i1v nl~ 
i1))WJ~l i1"1Nl l'll'V 
:llV ':i:>l ,;m';i~ 

I 

Akiva & Chava Last Mendy and Chavie Pollak 
arut·Family 

Mr. & Mrs. Abish Brodt 
and Family 

I 
I 

I Mr. Charles Richter
and Family 

wish an a 

'>:nl:J1:ll i1l'lll 'inn 
Mr. & Mrs. Leibish 

Rapaport 

/iirooklyn, New York 

i1!l:Wi1l1" 

To all our reratwes and .fiiends 
Mr. &Mrs. 

Joseph Sittner 
West Lawrence, NY. 

ro1v nr.i;;nrn n::i•n::i 

Yanky and Ella Adler 

1::iro:n i1:J.11' i1l1" 

to an our friends 

Mr. & Mrs. Michael 
Jacobovits 

~1~i1l1" 
n:i.1v :ir.i>:nn1 n:i.>:n::i 

to all our family 
and friends 

Yasef and Edie Davis 

Simon&Hedy 
Hexter 

Chaim and Suri 
Kuperwasser 



SEPTEMBtR 2007 

May we all be inscribed 

and sealed for a good year. 

The Weinbergs 

of Cincinnati, Ohio 

n:n1' ill:l'nrn il::l'11=> 

7NW' 11'::1 7::>7 ilV'W'1 i1"1Nl 11W 

Mr. and Mrs. David Singer 

L'Shana Tova 
to our dear friends 

and family 

Max and Rose Wasser 

i1:J11' i1)W, 
Tracy& 

Larry Loigman 

Joshua & Daniel 

il:lnnni i::in::>n n::ii,, nw? 

To Rabbi Yosef C. Golding 
and Rabbi Nissan Wolpin 

Yisroel & Rochel Golding and Family 

Reisman Brothers Bakery 
wishes a year of sweetness, joy and 

prosperity to all of Kial Yisroel 

n::iiv i1r.l'nrn i1:J'ro 
718-331-1975 

from 

Ephraim & Chaya Rochel 

Nierenberg and Family 

Brooklyn, New York 

rr:i 
.,,,,P :in::i 'Pn>:i nPwn mw P11£l:J 

u>nnn7 7111 .,,,,w:i :vpn 
7i-tiw> niui-t ni:in7 mwn n::ii:i 

.n,1>p1n1 n>::inm ,n>Jj?P:V ,n> 1>nJn7 
1J1!i1 mw:v7 nni-t niui-t 

D:J'1' nw:vn:i m>::iw niwnw 11s1 m> 
,)111'1''.:l 

n::ii1' ill:l'nni n::i,n::> 
to all our relatives andfriends 

Rabbi & Mrs. Josef Loebenstein 
Vineland, New Jersey 

Wishing all of Klal Yisroel a 
happy and healthy New Year 

Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Treitel 
&Family 

Los Angeles, California 

n:n,, ill:l'nni il:J'n::> 
Avi & Renee Herskowitz 

Yehudah & Gitty Goldberg, Moshe, Yehoshua & Rochel 
Shmulie & Chaya Diamantstein, Chaim & Nechama Malka 

Yitzchok and Raise 
Kew Gardens Hills, NY 

In Honor of the Staff of Agudath I~rael of America 

nmnr.n n:nP n11?h 
Shimon Zeldes • ACM INC. 

732-901-1500 

Lakewood, NJ 08701 

I 
I
I 
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, Tm , 
ir.:inn.rn i:ircn n:i1p nl'l!.'7 

Greetings.from 

THE WEISS-RYES.KY FAMILY 

of East Northport, NY 

Kenneth H. Ryesky, Esq. 
Dr. Tamara E. Weiss 

Hayim Ryesky 

1r.:l11T"1.1"11 1:iTC.1"1 i1:!1P i1l'l!f.:? 

Steven H. Sholk, Esq. 

East Brunswick, New Jersey 

We would_ like to wish 
all of Klal Yisroel a Shana Tova 

U'mesuka, V'shnas Geula V'yeshua 

Chaim and Ildi Leibel 
, and Family 

I 

-

-
-

' 

i:in:in n:iiP nl'l!.'7 

1N' P'Vl)):I))l 1'1l N 

Rabbi E.B. (Bunny} and Shaindy 
Freedman 

Oak Park, MI 

Law Office of 

Chana Sklar Israel, Esq. 
2 Executive Blvd., Suite 201, Suffern. NY 

845-368-4999 • 800-233-5059 • 212-233-300 

ACCIDENT OR INJURY 
Car Accidents • Slips & Falls • sports Injuries • School Injuries 

Sn.ow &1ce lr!fun'es •Medical Malpractice• CortstntctionAccidents 
Injuriesfroin ~fective Products 

-

JVo ,fee charged until we recover money for you. 

Wishing you a Happy New Year! 

011nn1 :iron n:iiP nlv? 
01?v?1 o~:nv 0"?"17 in7N7 

-

to all our friends, mechutanim and _Klal Yisroel 

Mr. and Mrs. Chaim Stern 
Queens, New York 

Louis and Susan Freeman 
Alameda, California 

Good Year and Good Health 
to all of Kial Yisroel 

May the blessings of good 
health, peace, and happiness 

fill your home at t/-iis 
new year and always. 

i1:J1\;I iU'\!17 

Mr. and Mrs. 
Norman Parnass 

and.Family 
-

1::ll1:)n n:nv rn'el? 
Chanah Simon 

-

Beth and Reuben 
Blumenthal Bassman Family 

Shana Tova! 

Avi & Devorah 
Dienstag & Family 

Wishing all of Kial Yisroel 
a Shana-Tova 

Rabbi Dr. and Mrs. 

-

i1:J1ViU1!1'7 

Rabbi H.M. Felder 
and Family 

-

n::nP nr.i~rirn n::i\rc 
Lubicom Marketing 

Consulting 
1428 36th St. Bk1n. NY 11218 

Menachem Lubinsky 
President . - -

Mr. Moshe Adler 
wishes all Friends 

and Chaverim of A.I. a 

-

-

Yosef Rosenshein 
Family and Maniage 

Counseling 

Mr. & Mrs. Reuven 
Yitzchok Rosenberg n.:m:> nr.i>nrn n::i>n:> 1 

- - - =JJ 
-

' 



I ~-~s=" r T=· • M »::;:::=;;.• R =' o o=-1 --..;.....__,...·q 
ionnni i:iron n:ii1' nl'W7 Shana Tova U'mesuka nnccn I r 

· Best Wishes A Year of Health, Happiness & Parnossa 

to aUour friends and relatives 

Jot a Happy, Healthy and 

Prosperous New Year 

Irving (Yisroel) and Ruthie Safrin ... 

Mr. & Mrs. Avrohom Schonberger 
and Family 

.··. 
·. . .. · 

Greetings from 
Jewish Community Council of 

Greater Coney Island¢1slnc. 

spo1 We~t37t~5treet;1~rooldyn. 
NewYork 11224-147!! • 718'449-5000 

Providing Supportive Services to thf Frail Elderly, 
Vocationally Disadvantaged Poor, Refµf}ees and 
Educat;pna1ly At-Risk Youth of New york City 

Irwin .1anklowfcz 
President 

. 

Rabbi Moshe Wiener 
ExecutiveDirector 

·····• 

Jacob and Shfffy Sa.frl.n 

SAFRIN AsSOCIATES 
Insurance & Financial Services 

Offices in Manhattan and Pomo~ NY 
Tel. 845-362C8000 • Fax 362-8008 

isafiin@sajrin-ins.com 

Shana Tova to 
Rabbi & Rebbetzin Nisson Wolpin 

and the Staff of The Jewish Observer 
from 

The Jewish Resource Center 
Traditional Jewish Outreach in Buffalo 

Shabbat Groups & B!15es Welcome 

· RabbiYitzchak Aa,ron Schwartz 
Arnold and Rita Weiss 

410 Main Street • Buffalo, NY 14202 
716-852-7588 (7592. fwcJ 

Moshe M. Friedman, P.E. 

Architectural· Engineeriilg 
(718) 382-1702 
(718) 338-7008 

n;:m' no'nrn i'l:J'TD 
l!lichael and Alison 

nana, Dahlia, 
Avi, Bayla & Kalman 

Sage 

Passaic/Clifton .. l\'J 

Shana Tova 

Mr. &Mrs. 
~rael Stieglitz 

. 

n:J1v nr.i'nrn i'l:J'm 

.. 

Pirchei Agudas Yisroel 
of America 

Would like to wish all of its 
branch coordinators, leaders, 

members and .friends a 
nmllm . mnw> ,n::ro nw 

to all our relatives, Best wishes to our family and friends for a 

Ra:;:; :r:.~ 7!she Aaron :l:::::Family I 
Rand and Family Passaic, NJ I 

Toronto, Canada. _- 1 
•. I 

Bl'.st wishes to all our friends Rabbi & Rebbitzen Wolpin L'Shana Tova to the \. 
and relatives for a Happy, Healthy 

and Prosperous New Year May Hashem grant you the good Aguda of St. Louis 

Dr. and Mrs. Moshe Katz health to .continue your good deeds Harris J. Heyman 
Lawrence, NY 11559 Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence Slater Benyamin Heyman 

In Honor of 

Sidney Gevirtz' 

. . ··.·. 

, '/N'w' 7.J? n::np i1l:l'nnl nJ>n::i We would like to wish 
tJi11!1 l'l'll:lli'l:l m all of Klal Yisroel a Shana Tova 

. U'mesuka, V'shnas Geula VYeshua 
Osher & Ruth Lehmann Peretz Chaim & Zahava 

Flatbush, New York 

~ ---------··-·----·---·---~----------- --=&-=~w _j 
90th Birthday! 



I 

<irOMMERCtAL; INTELLECTUAL FiROf'>ERTY AND 
COMPl,JTER.~RELATED LAW • RATE:O "AV' 

WfsHi~-Yt-'1:f.J;f/siV4 
885 TH/RO AVENUE 
SUITE: 3040 
NEW YORK, NY 10018 
212-752-9500 

O'NE GATE:WAY: __ CEN'TER 
s_u.rr:e:- 2sOo 

Ne::'WARK, N_.:i ',,_'<:) 7102 
97 3:..47f·>40t0: 

µ~~~.~~1~tl~~~'" 
to all df~r,J~of!l 

Ezta and Debbie BeiJ~an 

t1"P::3-f ni~? P"l"n::3 n:J1:l 
"Consulti1'g Plus ••• " 

II,._ .. "TIJ>'t rtU'l~''tfr.l))" 

Rabbi Chaim Fen;M.~n. Ed.D. 
EducatiDnal ConstJimnf. Profe,!;sioha! I1<?veloper 

141-20 70th Road-• 'KeID Gai:deiis- Hills, NY-Zi'1367 
718-544-1821 • CFeuermari.@aOLcom 

n:n" nr.l'l"lrn n:i,n:> 
nv1tn1 n71~ fll1?n 

May our collective nl7'!ll1 

penetrate the heavens 1l:lr0 

Jct.cob I. and Channie Friedman 

To Agudath Israel 

& to Klal Yisroel 

L'Shana Tova 

sarry andsarli;w~ 
and family 

Torah Greetings 
to all our leaders 

a@,friends 

Shmuel ;;t~'filfa¥ily 
'1.:11" nr.i•nmn::im We extend to all of Klal Yisroel 

To all our refatwes dndftieruls our stncerest wishes for a 
Moishe & Feige Friederwltzer of Har NOf.. n..i.ihal~ i1:J.l'li\"Jl:P1"1l"ll i1:J.~n:J 

Mechi & DtitJ Fendel &family of s.'derot 
Pnina & Yitzcholc Wille &family ofRanaana Mr. & Mrs. Naftali Hirsch 

Menachem & 1,ea· FrieaerJDitzer &.[<itnily of Har Nqf I 
,_ ____ t1_•r.1_m:i_.·-'···JlY.l1?._··· --'1:i,...w_:i_1l'_1...,.w_m_ . . ·""'•1r_a_11. ____ +--"'"'--'----"'-"'_...,.a_n-"'-d~fc-a_m~i ... ly'""· .· ......... ~----_;.._...,H ./ 

nv1.iin1n;,~fl'I~~ f!tl1'·~l:ftl!t}ln:1m:i 
We.!11ank YC>U jbr cboostng US as.!Jour # 1 ~/iJ.l'fS'EYBROKER Wishing aft of OUT .friends 

DEE.RA HOMES & LAND;<.#£ 
where /wnesry & integrifycomejitstf.; 

a Happy and Healthy New Year 

www._deerah6mes.com >::::_---- : _ -: 

Mrs. Sarah Schwab• (914) 261-6432 (Cl?ll} ~ (8451425-7484 
.Licensed Real Estate Broker • Mons!'lif, NY • 

:tl.ichard and Barbara Goldgraben 

n::no nlw. 
7N"l\V'I ?7;,7 

L'Shtma Tova to our fdfmii), 
our .fiien¢>, and to all of 

Kial Yisroel 

Mr. and Mrs. Avraham 
Aufrichtig 

Ksiva V'Chasima Tova 
to all our friends 

and relatives 
Mr. and Mrs •• Frea PfeiJ]'er 

Montreal 

51 
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I 
il:n" ilr.J'nn1 il::J.'n:> n:>1:::i 

We wish all our family, 
May the New Year usher in Shalom, 

relatives and ftiends bracha vehatzlacha for 
n:i.1" nr.i,nn1 n:i,n:> Am Yisroel, and each and every I 

1i1N' >'"'ml':lVl 1'1l N n~ member of Klal Yisroel. I 
I 

Reuven and Leah Gluck Dr. and Mrs. David Diamond 

I and Family 
' 

I n:i.1" nr.i,nn1 n:i'n:> 

to 
n:i.1" nr.r1nn1 n:i,n:> All our Family and Friends 

and for all of 7N'W' 77::> 
Mr. and Mrs. Moshe Gold 

Mr. and Mrs. Akiva Hirth & Family 
Passaic, NJ 

1r.innn11:in:in n:iro nl'eh '":inN? n:i1p nr.i,nn1 n:i,n:i rou 

i1))1W'1 i1?1N) nl'l!I 
Best Wishes to al[ our friends, relatives 

ti"P:J11'1!11N1 1'1!11)) 
and clients for a Happy, Healthy 

tl''mNl:! and Prosperous New Year 

1nn!n!>r.l1 1Vr.JN1i7 'lil:Jil ''l11N Mr. & Mrs. Yitzchok Oberlander 

CU(ffl~ ,, .. 
(I~ lancObftlendet&Co. RC. 

.,~ ' Certified Public Accountants 1534-62 Street, Brooklyn, NY 11219 • 718-256-5660 • Fax837-6040 
Hours: Sun. 12PM - 6PM, Mon. - Thurs. 1 lAM - 6PM 

I ' 

' I n:i1P nr.i'nrn n:i,n:i 
' I 

To all our clients, fiiends n:i.1" nr.i,nn1 il::J'n:> I 

I 
and relatives 

Mr. & Mrs. N. Benjamin Perlman, C.P.A. & Son 
I Mr. & Mrs. Menachem M. ' 

I 
Baruch and Helen Greisman 

Shayovich 

wish alt our friends and family &Family 

I 
i1:l1P ill:!'nn1 i1:lln:J 

,';' 
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I 
to all our family and.friends. 

Agudath Israel of Michigan 
• . JZ'..: 

Agudas Yisroel Magen Avraham Maurice and Pearl Arenson 
Howard and Anne Winter 

&Family 
Rabbi Dov Loketch •Rabbi Asher Eisenberger 

Mr Irwin Cohen • Dr. Joel Zacks 

To al~ our familfi~ila.deat 
friends, we wish you a 

n:nv nr.:i'nn1 il:t'n:J 

i1~'t¥''1 i1'71Nl nlV 

A prosperous and healthy 

year to one and all 

il:tilN:t 

Ezriel (Irving} 
&Miriam 

Lange 

Warmest Wishes for a 
n:iiv nr.:i,nn1 il:t'n:J 

to all our family andfriends 

Ezra&Naomi 
Roberg 

Oak Park, Michigan 

i::in::>nm:i1v nlw, 
Rabbi.& Mrs. 
Y. C. Golding 

LIBER_TYPOINTE BANK 

·* WE KNowYouR Zeide 
Liberty Pointe Bank is proud to be you;: local cornmunity bank. 

A._ncl since we 5hare your values, we also shaTe your goals. 

Stop by or call to find out about our person<!lized service and 

custo1n-tailored financial advice. 

HELJ'fl.0:, AND fPJENlJLY 

REPRESENTATIVES AVAILABLE TO ASSJ.')T 

YOlJ·''ffTH YOUR llA.."ik!NG.NEFDS 

PROGRAMS ANll SERVJCES 

Gl".c\REJ) TO YOUR LIFESTYLE 

m1in1p'i '?J'? o'':inm 
l!1j/i1l~i ;i:nti 71lW 

FINANCL4L i\D\'lCE AND PtANNlNG fOR THE 

HJTURE-WEDDtNCS, BAR MITZVAHS, 

YESHlYAfu'llD-S:FJHNARYTUITION, ANO MORE 

ONLfNJ:;'. lM.NKING SERV1CE.'i'. FOR 

ACCE$.'iTO \'OIJRAGCOUNTS 24;/7 

LIBER.TYPO!NTE BANK 
,,..-;.; . 
/~cc u.-nd·t>z...tZ4;.-=C: /,~"""' 

•(" ;,,er':' 
)-;_,,,;~'/;?h I" , •Y-'"',.''.': ,,, ~''''7 

EQUITABLE BUILD!NG I CORNER OF NASSAU AND CEDAR STREETS 

120 BROAD>YAYJ NE'r'iYORK, NY 10271 i 212-359-3400 

w·ww.libert~·pointt'bank.com 
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~~'"ICE 
~~through 
'to Yeshiva 

urce Rooms 

that with the start of the school year, P3 
providers will be able to service up to five 

students in a group setting with pay rates to be 
calculated accordingly-ranging from 

approximately $40.00 for one student to 
$100.00 for a group of five. 

A private school special education student is 
issued a P3 by the DOE when it can be shown 
that a resource room- which equips a student 

with skills to succeed in the mainstream 
classroom- in a public school is inappropriate. 

Now that these services will be available at a 
pay rate that experienced professionals will find 
acceptable, it is hoped that yeshivos and parents 

will take the initiative to establish 
homogeneous groups in which quality resource 

room services will be available. 

For further information 
please call 212.797.9000 ext. 325 

~~!.~~ucational Advocacy and Referral 
l.l!~el!~n!f assists parents through the 
,;~~illing, free of cost, comprehensive 
.~d ~p:ecial education services* for 

dents.** 

~E!u.~ti9n Tutoring 
Therapy 

~·~~e;~PY 0

ti;n11IT1ler;ipy 

g;sirvicesprpvided thrpugh the 
)(P~f?:ar~ment of Education 
tiba.sf!P on income 





J,,w/"""'"''"w''733,,y#J/'!iwi'f!5'5wVw0'1i\fh'.'ci%J1ii!l011:trlf~lfJl'~-4ff"~ 
,"''"", .. , Available at your local Hebrew bookseller o 

www.artscroll.com • 1-800-MESORAH 

R(1l)l)i fu111cl 
Oil the 

P(11(1511(1l1 2 
Noted for his wit, wisdom, and elocution·J 

ary excellence, Rabbi Yissocher Frand is;; 
known throughout the world as a masterfully'? 
clear teacher of Torah. ~, 

The first volume of Rabbi Frand on the 
Parashah became an instant best·seller. :~ 
Readers wanted more. Drawing from the vastt 
reservoir of Rabbi Frand's teachings, this sec· 
ond volume Is sure to satisfy readers' earnest and eager appetite for more 
wisdom from one of Torah Judaism's finest teachers, and these provocative 
insights are certain to enhance Shabbos meals and celebrations through· 
out the year. 

NOW AVAILABLE IN POCKET SIZE 
Best-selling 

P1a1in11 Willl Fire 

Includes 1 Chal>f;ers. on hOw 
to prepare forYom Klppur 

Authored from her home in Jerusalem, 
Sara Yoheved Rigler's writings plumb the 

depths of human nature. In the more than 50 
selections in this book, she shares with the 
reader her ever-fresh wonder and love for the 

transformative power of Judaism. 
Like Holy Woman, the stories in this volume both fascinate and inspire. 

Its wisdom is gleaned from a colorful cast of characters whom the author 
has encountered in her epic spiritual journey. 


